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Foreword

The Court Statistics Project (CSP) provides the most comprehensive, up-to-date information 
regarding the nation’s state courts through its annual publications, Examining the Work of State 
Courts and State Court Caseload Statistics.  These reference works are supplemented by the Case-
load Highlights series.  All these publications are available at the Court Statistics Project’s Web site, 
www.courtstatistics.org.

The purpose of Examining the Work of State Courts is to provide a concise, graphically oriented 
volume that makes state court statistics highly accessible.  Examining the Work of State Courts has 
been designed to be interactive, giving the reader on-line access in its interactive PDF version to 
information that cannot reasonably be included in the text of the document.  The links provided 
in this format encourage the use of the Web and provide the reader with additional resources that 
help to facilitate the understanding of the work of state courts.

State Court Caseload Statistics is a discrete reference volume, containing structure charts, statewide 
aggregate caseload data and reporting practices, population trends, and a detailed explanation of 
the Court Statistics Project methodology.  State Court Caseload Statistics is exclusively available in 
electronic format on the Web at www.courtstatistics.org.  The nature of that data also allows taking 
full advantage of Web publishing to make it more accessible to those who want to obtain and 
utilize the data, rather than view tables on a printed page.  

The Caseload Highlights series continues to provide short, periodic reports on specific and sig-
nificant issues.  The Court Statistics Project recognizes that informed judges and court managers 
want information on a range of policy-relevant topics, and want it in a timely fashion and in a 
condensed, readable format.

These publications are developed through a cooperative agree-
ment and generous support from the Bureau of Justice 
Statistics (BJS), Office of Justice Planning at the U.S. Depart- 
ment of Justice.  

Detailed descriptive information on court structure is provided 
by another National Center for State Courts (NCSC) and   

NCSC Court Statistics Project Home Page
www.courtstatistics.org.

www.courtstatistics.org
www.courtstatistics.org


BJS joint project, State Court Organization.  Topics covered include: the number of courts and 
judges; judicial selection; jury qualifications and verdict rules; and processing and sentencing 
procedures of criminal cases.  Court structure diagrams summarize the key features of each 
state’s court organization.  The 2004 edition is available through BJS and at www.ojp.usdoj.gov/
bjs/abstract/sco04.htm.

Finally, the CSP continues to promote the implementation and use of the State Court Guide 
to Statistical Reporting (hereafter referred to as the Guide).  Developed with support from the 
State Justice Institute and with close guidance from the Conference of State Court Administra-
tors’ Court Statistics Committee, the Guide is a tool for improving court administration by 
providing a national model for data reporting with concise descriptions and definitions of case 
types and disposition types, as well as a standardized framework in which to report these cate-
gories. The Guide is available in PDF on the NCSC Web site at www.courstatistics.org.

Foreword, continued
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Glossary of Terms

The terms below are used throughout Examining the Work of State Courts, 2007 and are defined here to aid in 
the understanding of the following analyses.  For additional definitions of items such as case type and unit of 
count, please refer to the State Court Guide to Statistical Reporting.  

Begin Pending - Active:  A count of cases that, at the start of the reporting period, are awaiting disposition.

Begin Pending - Inactive:  A count of cases that, at the start of the reporting period, have been 
administratively classified as inactive.  Business rules for this classification may be defined by court 
administrative rule or order.

Incoming Cases: The sum of all Newly Filed, Reopened, and Reactivated cases counted during the 
reporting period.
• New Filing: A count of cases that have been filed with the court for the first time during the 
 reporting period.
• Reopened: A count of cases in which a judgment has previously been entered but which have been 

restored to the court’s pending caseload during the reporting period.  These cases come back to the court 
due to the filing of a request to modify or enforce that existing judgment and a hearing before a judicial 
officer is convened to review the status of the case.

• Reactivated: A count of cases that had previously been placed in an inactive pending status, but for which 
further court proceedings and activities have been resumed during the reporting period so that the case 
can proceed to disposition.

Outgoing Cases: The sum of all Entries of Judgment, Reopened Dispositions, and Placed on Inactive 
Status cases counted during the reporting period. 
• Entry of Judgment: A count of cases for which an original entry of judgment has been filed during the 

reporting period.  For cases involving multiple parties/issues, the manner of disposition should not be 
reported until all parties/issues have been resolved.

• Reopened Disposition: A count of cases that were disposed of by a modification to, and/or enforcement 
of, the original judgment of the court during the reporting period.  For cases involving multiple parties/
issues, the manner of disposition should not be reported until all parties/issues have been resolved.

• Placed on Inactive Status: A count of cases whose status has been administratively changed to inactive 
during the reporting period.  In these cases the court will take no further action until an event restores the 
case to the court’s active pending caseload. 

End Pending - Active: A count of cases that, at the end of the reporting period, are awaiting disposition.

End Pending - Inactive: A count of cases that, at the end of the reporting period, have been 
administratively classified as inactive.  Business rules for this classification may be defined by court 
administrative rule or order.

Set for Review: A count of cases that, following an initial Entry of Judgment during the reporting period, 
are awaiting regularly scheduled reviews involving a hearing before a judicial officer.

Examining the Work of State Courts, 2007   •   page 8
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What Follows:  A Print and Electronic Document Design 

For the third year, Examining the Work of State Courts (EWSC) is being published in both a print and electronic for-
mat.  By closely aligning their designs, the printed and electronic documents provide the user with an efficient on-line 
experience by delivering an interactive and seamless transition from one reading platform to another.  The user still 
has complete access to the printed document, but also has a portable electronic PDF document that gives instant ac-
cess to underlying data and links to external resources that give broader context to traditional Court Statistics Project 
data analysis.  The added functionality will be seen by readers through special symbols and icons on EWSC pages (in 
both printed and PDF formats). Features and the corresponding navigation aides are as follows: 

Bookmarks – a listing of section headings, tables, and charts located in a 
separate window on the left side of the electronic (pdf ) file which allows 
quick and efficient navigation throughout the document.

Data Icon – clicking the ‘Excel’ icon opens a file containing the raw data 
for the graphic.  

Hot Tabs – clicking a ‘hot tab’ takes the user to a pre-programmed Web 
site destination.  Six types of hot tabs have been designed for EWSC: On 
the Web, Statistical Guide, CSP Resource, NCSC Resource, BJS Resource, 
and CourTools.  Web site destinations listed on the hot tabs are designed               
to expand upon subject material being discussed within the document. 

Hot Links – integrated into the text with programmed Web site 
destinations.  Hot links are indicated by red type and supplement the 
subject being discussed.

Electronic Feature Indicator – most interactive electronic features in 
the document are indicated by a red line, which allows the user to see the 
location of clickable navigation features when browsing through a document.  

x

State Court Guide to 
Statistical Reporting

or Guide

BJS Resource 

Bureau of Justice Statistics
Criminal Case Processing Statistics

www.ojp.usdoj.gov/bjs/cases.htm

•

•

http://www.ncscstatsguide.org




The states displayed in this section are included because the data shown are comparable 
and conform closely to the criteria defined in the State Court Guide to Statistical Reporting.

Overview Total Incoming Cases in State Courts, All States, 1997 - 2006x
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Total Incoming Cases in State Courts, by Case Category, 1997 - 2006x
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National Center for State Courts
State Court Structure Charts

http://www.ncsconline.org/D_Research/Ct_Struct/

Incoming Caseload Composition in State Courts, 2006 (in millions) 

•

x The aggregate number of newly filed, 
reopened, and reactivated cases reported 
to the Court Statistics Project from the 
nation’s state courts reached a record high 
102.4 million incoming cases in 2006.  
This total is largely due to higher volumes 
of civil and criminal caseloads, each of 
which rose about 3.5 percent between 
2005 and 2006.  

Most (54 percent) of the 102.4 million 
cases fall under the traffic category, which 
captures non-criminal traffic and local or-
dinance violations.  However, many of the 
remaining civil, domestic relations, crimi-
nal, and juvenile cases, though fewer in 
number, are often more resource intensive 
for the courts to process and adjudicate.

To further disaggregate the national trial 
court caseload, it is useful to separate the 
unified courts’ caseloads from those of 
general jurisdiction and limited jurisdic-
tion courts.  In the states with a unified 
trial court system, there is only one level 
of trial court in which to file a case.  In 
two-tiered systems, the same case may be 
counted twice in these aggregated, national 
statistics.  For example, a felony case may 
be initially filed in a court of limited juris-
diction, and a preliminary hearing in that 
court may result in the case being bound 
over to the court of general jurisdiction.  
This would result in the case being counted 
twice, which demonstrates some potential 
notable differences between unified court 
data and data from two-tiered systems.  

55.6

21.6

17.3

2.1

5.8

Traffic/Ordinance Violations

Criminal

Civil

Domestic Relations

Juvenile
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Total Incoming Cases in State Courts, by Jurisdiction, 2006 (in millions) 
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xThe adjacent table provides the number 
of incoming cases in each of the five major 
case categories by the type of jurisdiction.  
The difference in case volume between 
courts of general jurisdiction and courts 
of limited jurisdiction is readily apparent.  
The number of cases in courts of limited 
jurisdiction is almost five times that of 
the courts of general jurisdiction.  Even if 
considering only the non-traffic cases, the 
courts of limited jurisdiction still process 
twice as many cases as do the courts of 
general jurisdiction.

The total number of judicial officers in 
state courts has risen about 5 percent in 
the last 10 years.  While unified and general 
jurisdiction courts have seen an increase 
of 15 percent over that period, limited 
jurisdiction courts report a slight (1 per-
cent) decrease.  That decline is misleading.  
When California completed the process of 
unifying its trial courts in 1999, limited ju-
risdiction Municipal Court judges became 
general jurisdiction Superior Court judges.  
Since 1999, the number of judicial officers 
in limited jurisdiction courts has increased 
by 508 (3 percent).

                 Jurisdiction   
Case Type                          Unified     General      Unified/General       Limited                           Total

Traffic  12.3   1.8  14.1 41.5 55.6

Criminal   3.3   3.2   6.5 15.0 21.6

Civil   3.0   4.6   7.6 9.7 17.3

Domestic Relations   1.0   3.2   4.2 1.6 5.8

Juvenile   0.4   1.0   1.4 0.7 2.1

All Cases  20.0  13.8  33.9 68.6 102.4

States: all 50 states + DC + Puerto Rico       

Judicial Officers in General and Limited Jurisdiction Courts, 1997-2006x

BJS Resource 

Bureau of Justice Statistics
State Court Organization

http://www.ojp.usdoj.gov/bjs/abstract/sco8704.htm

•
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Incoming Cases per Judicial Officer, by Jurisdiction, 2006 x Another metric by which to examine 
state court activity is through the average 
number of incoming cases per judicial 
officer.  The chart on the left reveals that 
the 5 percent increase in total incoming 
cases between 2001 and 2003 also resulted 
in a 5 percent increase in the number of 
incoming cases per judicial officer, as their 
numbers remained essentially unchanged 
during that period.  The increase between 
2001 and 2003 was unusual because total 
incoming caseloads typically increase at a 
rate of just over 1 percent a year.  The aver-
age annual growth rate of judicial officers is 
0.5 percent per year.
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Between 2001 and 2003, total 
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5 percent.
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Full-Time Judges in Unified and General Jurisdiction Courts, 2006x
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The adjacent table shows the total number 
of full-time general jurisdiction court 
judges, judges per 100,000 population, 
incoming non-traffic cases per judge, and 
the state’s population rank.  States with 
unified courts are again grouped separately 
from two-tiered court systems to help 
illustrate the differences between the two 
systems.  The median rate of judges per 
100,000 state residents in unified courts 
is roughly twice that of general jurisdic-
tion judges in two-tiered court systems, 
which is not surprising since judges in 
unified courts can hear a composition of 
cases more comparable to a combined 
limited and general jurisdiction caseload 
elsewhere.  Also interesting is the range of 
non-traffic cases per judge, with a low of 
360 non-traffic cases per full-time general 
jurisdiction court judge in Massachusetts 
to a high of 4,374 non-traffic cases per 
judge in South Carolina.

                                    Number of Full-time Judges     

                                           Per 100,000         Incoming Non-Traffic
State             Total                Population              Cases per Judge          Population Rank

Unified Courts     
South Dakota    39  4.9 2,785 47
North Dakota    42  6.6 2,276 49
Connecticut   180  5.1 2,267 30
California 1,498  4.1 2,195 1
Kansas   161  5.8 2,192 34
Wisconsin   241  4.3 2,045 20
Missouri   334  5.7 1,971 18
District of Columbia    59 10.1 1,936 51
Iowa   195  6.6 1,550 31
Illinois   868  6.8 1,503 5
Minnesota   281  5.5 1,271 21
Puerto Rico   326  8.6 734 27
Median   5.8 2,008  
      
General Jurisdiction Courts     
South Carolina1    46  1.1 4,374 24
North Carolina1   109  1.2 3,299 10
New Jersey   406  4.7 3,102 11
Maine    49  3.7 2,657 41
Indiana   303  4.8 2,608 15
Oklahoma   240  6.7 2,574 29
Florida   564  3.1 2,465 4
New Hampshire    22  1.7 2,365 42
Utah2    71  2.8 2,302 35
Texas   432  1.8 2,275 2

Nevada    60  2.4 2,166 36
Ohio   387  3.4 2,105 7
Tennessee2   154  2.5 2,000 17
Oregon   174  4.7 1,957 28
Vermont    32  5.2 1,836 50
Georgia2   197  2.1 1,829 9
Arkansas   115  4.1 1,828 33
Virginia2   157  2.1 1,828 12
Maryland   153  2.7 1,822 19
Washington   176  2.8 1,685 14

Pennsylvania   434  3.5 1,664 6
Arizona   166  2.7 1,620 16
Louisiana   231  5.4 1,616 25
Michigan   221  2.2 1,530 8
Alabama   144  3.1 1,481 23
New Mexico    88  4.5 1,357 37
Delaware1    19  2.2 1,318 46
Colorado   150  3.1 1,271 22
Kentucky   145  3.4 1,132 26
New York2   514  2.4 1,075 3

Hawaii    45  3.5 975 43
Montana    44  4.6 951 45
Nebraska2    55  3.1 752 39
West Virginia    65  3.6 738 38
Alaska    34  5.0 712 48
Rhode Island1    22  2.1 706 44
Idaho    40  2.7 524 40
Mississippi1    51  1.8 445 32
Massachusetts1    82  1.3 360 13
Median   3.1 1,685  

1 These states do not have domestic relations or juvenile jurisdiction in their general jurisdiction courts.  
2 These states do not have domestic relations jurisdiction in their general jursidiction courts.      
Note: Wyoming did not provide general jurisdiction court data for 2006    
  

http://www.ncsconline.org/D_Research/csp/2007_files/Overview Graphics 7.xls
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States That Reported Reopened/Reactivated Caseloads in One or More 
Case Categories, 2006

x

General Jurisdiction Courts Reporting Pending Caseloads, 2006x

In recognition of the significant amount of 
post-disposition work required for some 
types of cases, the Court Statistics Project 
has begun an effort to collect the number 
of reopened and reactivated cases in ad-
dition to the number of newly filed cases 
in state courts each year.  A reopened case 
is an unanticipated return of a case to the 
court’s docket after an initial entry of judg-
ment, usually to modify or enforce a judg-
ment.  A case is reactivated following place-
ment on inactive status in order to resume 
the process of disposing the case.

In 2006, 29 states were able to report re-
opened and/or reactivated caseloads in at 
least one case category, and 10 states were 
able to report these cases in all five of the 
major categories.  The adjacent map shows 
which states reported reopened and/or 
reactivated cases as well as the number of 
major case categories in which these cases 
were reported.

A court’s pending caseload reflects its in-
ventory of cases awaiting disposition.  The 
State Court Guide to Statistical Reporting 
recommends that pending caseloads be 
separated into those that are moving to-
ward a disposition (active) and those that 
have ceased moving toward a disposition 
due to circumstances beyond the court’s 
control (inactive).  As most states are 
presently unable to make this distinction, 
pending caseloads reported here can in-
clude cases in either status.  

Through the use of shading, the five maps 
shown here indicate which states’ general 
jurisdiction courts reported a pending 
caseload in each of the five major case cate-
gories.  Twenty-two general jurisdiction 
courts provided pending caseload data for 
all of the major case categories over which 
they have jurisdiction.

n  Reported 1 or 2 categories
n  Reported 3 or 4 categories
n  Reported all 5 categories

Civil                       Domestic Relations

Criminal                       Juvenile

Traffic

n  Courts reporting pending caseloads
n  No jurisdiction

http://www.ncsconline.org/D_Research/csp/2007_files/Overview Graphics 8.xls
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The states displayed in this section are included because the data shown are comparable 
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         incoming civil caseloads in 32 states, 2006     
   

	 	 Incoming	Civil	Cases												Total	Incoming																						Proportion	of	Incoming	Civil	Caseload
State								 																								per	100,000	Population	 Civil	Cases	 																General	Jurisdiction				Limited	Jurisdiction				

     

District	of	Columbia 13,096 76,674 100% n/a
New Jersey 9,616 833,306 99  1 
Indiana 7,559 476,441 80  20 
Ohio 7,306 837,478 33  67 
South Carolina 7,040 304,829 26  74 
Connecticut* 6,978 243,933 64  36 
Delaware 6,860 58,500 26  74 
Kansas 6,610 182,151 100  n/a

Colorado 6,226 296,765 26  74 
Idaho 5,673 83,041 9  91 
Florida 5,570 1,005,735 41 59
Nebraska 5,483 96,699 7  93 
iowa 5,413 160,892 100  n/a
Kentucky 5,367 225,660 24  76 
Arizona 4,774 294,374 27  73 
wisconsin 4,720 263,044 100  n/a

missouri 4,696 274,119 100  n/a
Arkansas 4,617 129,700 38  62 
illinois 4,594 586,921 100  n/a
Utah 4,514 116,444 85  15 
Washington 4,379 279,160 49 51
north dakota 4,376 27,896 100  n/a
West Virginia 4,339 78,484 38  62 
Alaska 4,326 29,305 35  65 

New Hampshire 4,096 53,729 22  78 
Vermont 3,635 22,568 78  22 
Texas 3,392 793,873 28  72 
Puerto rico 3,000 117,798 100  n/a
minnesota 2,734 140,921 100  n/a
California 2,728 989,062 100  n/a
Mississippi 2,170 62,918 36 64
Hawaii 2,072 26,494 34  66 
        

Notes:   a)  States in bold have a unified court system.   b)  n/a = not applicable.   

*  Although classified as a unified court system, Connecticut’s court system includes a probate court with   
    limited jurisdiction.        

The adjacent table presents population-
adjusted civil caseloads in the 32 states 
reporting incoming civil caseloads for all 
courts handling civil cases.  Of these ju-
risdictions, only the District of columbia 
reported more than 10,000 incoming civil 
cases per 100,000 population.  The high 
population-adjusted rate of civil litigation 
in the District of columbia is likely influ-
enced by its unique status as an entirely 
urban jurisdiction. 

Reopened/Reactivated	Civil	Caseloads	in	15	Unified	
and	General	Jurisdiction	Courts,	2006

9%

91%

Reopened/Reactivated 262,200 cases

New Filings 2,977,155 cases
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x

x

In addition to new filings, incoming civil 
caseloads also include reopened and re-
activated cases.  A civil case is reopened 
when a post-dispositional event requiring 
judicial involvement, such as a motion to 
modify a judgment, is held.  A case is reac-
tivated when it is returned to active status 
after previously being placed in an inactive 
status prior to disposition—for example, 
to allow a federal bankruptcy court to 
make a separate ruling before the civil case 
is considered in state court.  The State Court 
Guide to Statistical Reporting recommends 
that reopened and reactivated cases be 
counted and given a stature equal to that of 
new filings.  For 2006, 15 states were able to 
report the number of cases reopened and/
or reactivated in their courts.  
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median

The proportion of incoming cases rep-
resented by reopened and reactivated 
cases ranged from 1 percent in Kansas 
to 33 percent in Florida.  The number of 
reopened/reactivated cases in Florida 
is inflated by the fact that, unlike other 
states, Florida includes cases scheduled for 
periodic review in its count of incoming 
cases. An upcoming revision to the Guide 
will recommend that all states count cases 
set for periodic review in a new discrete 
category called “Set for Review.”

An annual clearance rate is calculated by 
dividing a court’s total number of outgoing 
cases for the year by the total number of 
incoming cases for the same year and ex-
pressing the result as a percentage.  A clear-
ance rate below 100 percent indicates that 
the court is taking in more cases than it is 
disposing of and that the court’s inventory 
of unresolved cases is therefore increasing.  
A clearance rate in excess of 100 percent, on 
the other hand, signifies that the court is 
reducing its pending caseload by resolving 
more cases than it takes in.  Sixteen of the 
37 states with available data reported civil 
clearance rates of 100 percent or greater 
for 2006.  The median civil clearance rate 
among the 10 unified courts was 100 
percent while the rate for the 27 general 
jurisdiction courts was 97 percent.
 

Reopened/Reactivated	Civil	Caseloads	in	15	Unified	and	General	Jurisdiction	Courts,	2006

Florida 413,013
New Hampshire 11,765
Tennessee 72,881
New Mexico 46,951
north dakota 27,896
Ohio 272,869
Nevada 34,056
Texas 224,321
Michigan 67,154
Puerto rico 117,798
illinois 586,921
New Jersey 825,101
Vermont 17,604
District	of	Columbia 76,674
Kansas 182,151
 
Note:   States in bold have a unified court system. 

Civil	Clearance	Rates	in	37	Unified	and	General	Jurisdiction	Courts,	2006

State	 																		Total	Incoming	Civil	Cases																					Percentage	Reopened/Reactivated

33%
22%

21%
20%

16%
8%

6%
6%

5%
4%
4%

3%
3%

2%
1%

50% 75% 100% 125%

General	Jurisdiction	Courts

Unified	Courts

  * Clearance rates for Colorado and Montana exclude the Water Courts. 
** Florida’s clearance rate is based upon new filings and entries of judgment only. 
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For 2006, six unified courts reported the 
complete composition of their incom-
ing civil caseloads.  Small claims—tort, 
contract, and real property cases with 
monetary amounts in controversy falling 
within state statutory limits—made up 
44 percent of incoming civil cases in these 
court systems.  General civil cases—tort, 
contract, and real property cases not filed 
as small claims—constituted a combined 
37 percent of incoming cases.  The vast 
majority of incoming general civil cases in 
these systems were contract cases, whereas 
tort cases represented just 6 percent of the 
incoming civil caseload.

In most courts, contract cases constitute 
the bulk of general civil cases.  The adja-
cent table shows the composition of gen-
eral civil caseloads in the 8 unified courts 
and 15 general jurisdiction courts with 
available data.  contract cases comprised 
over two-thirds of all general civil cases in 
7 of the 8 unified courts and over half of all 
general civil cases in 10 of the 15 general 
jurisdiction courts.  In the aggregate, con-
tract cases represented 84 percent of gen-
eral civil cases in unified courts, with torts 
and real property cases comprising 12 per-
cent and 4 percent, respectively.  In general 
jurisdiction courts, the composition was 
slightly different with contract cases rep-
resenting 77 percent of general civil cases, 
torts 18 percent, and real property cases 
5 percent.  However, in five states with 
general jurisdiction courts, contract cases 
made up less than half of the total general 
civil caseload.  These interstate variations 
in the proportions of general jurisdiction 
contract, tort, and real property cases may 
result from differences in court structure, 
geographic location, and jurisdictional 
dollar amount limits.

Composition	of	Incoming	Civil	Caseloads	in	6	Unified	Courts,	2006

General	Civil	Caseload	Composition	in	23	States,	2006

29%

6%

2%

44%

9%

5%

2%

3%

Contract

Tort

Real Property

Small Claims

Probate

Mental Health

Civil Appeals

Other Civil

Unified	Courts 

Kansas   147,006

North Dakota    14,494

Minnesota    63,735

Puerto Rico    37,686

Wisconsin    51,665

Iowa   534,501

Missouri    46,478

Connecticut    71,222

total   966,787

 

General	Jurisdiction	Courts 

Oregon    63,602

Colorado    41,697

New Jersey    23,387

Kentucky   186,142

Utah    63,566

Mississippi    20,038

New Hampshire     4,410

Texas    74,221

Arizona    26,603

North Carolina    20,046

Hawaii     2,562

Rhode Island     6,333

Maryland    17,025

Washington    55,045

Tennessee    21,078

Total	 2,559,329

100%

incoming general 
				Civil	Cases																																						Caseload	Composition

x

x

General civil (tort, contract, and real property) cases 
made up 37% of incoming civil cases in these six states.

n  Contract          n Tort          n Real Property
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Torts are civil cases typically alleging per-
sonal injury or property damage.  Many 
of the lawsuits most familiar to average 
citizens, such as automobile and premises 
liability (e.g., “slip and fall”) cases, are tort 
cases.  In 2006, torts comprised between 2 
and 34 percent of all incoming civil cases 
in the 31 unified and general jurisdiction 
courts for which data were available.

Automobile cases clearly dominate the 
tort landscape, representing more than half 
of the tort cases handled by state general 
jurisdiction courts.  In contrast, medical 
malpractice and product liability cases, 
which receive the most attention from 
legislators and the media, collectively ac-
counted for just 7 percent of tort caseloads.  
Because automobile cases are typically 
such a large component of tort caseloads, 
it is not surprising that the four states with 
the highest population-adjusted rates of 
tort claims—New Jersey, connecticut, 
Missouri, and New York—also have the 
highest population-adjusted rates of auto-
mobile tort cases (not shown in a table).

	 	 			Percentage	of	
State	 																								Incoming	Civil	Cases	 		Total																		Per	100,000	Population

Unified	Courts	 	 	 	 	 	

Connecticut 10% 15,495 443
Missouri 9  24,901 427
Puerto Rico 8  8,921 227
Kansas 2  4,337 157
Iowa 3  4,250 143
Wisconsin 3  7,062 127
Minnesota 3  4,352 84
North Dakota 2  481 75
median 3  5,707 150
      

General	Jurisdiction	Courts	 	 	 	 	 	

New Jersey 8  66,986 773
New York 18  62,156 322
Rhode Island 34  3,148 297
Nevada 21  7,316 294
Ohio 10  27,161 237
Florida 10  42,085 233
Mississippi 29  6,553 226
New Mexico 9  4,229 218
Arkansas 12  5,844 208
Tennessee 16  11,771 194
Arizona 15  11,883 193
Indiana 3  11,326 180
Washington 8  10,509 165
Michigan 25  16,540 164
Alaska 9  924 136
Kentucky 11  5,732 136
Texas 14  31,793 136
New Hampshire 15  1,754 134
Colorado 8  6,035 127
Massachusetts 34  7,904 123
Hawaii 15  1,350 106
Utah 3  2,495 97
Idaho 15  1,143 78
median 14  7,316 180

Incoming	Tort	Caseloads	in	31	Unified	and	General	Jurisdiction	Courts,	2006	

Composition	of	Incoming	Tort	Caseloads	in	9	Unified	and	
General	Jurisdiction	Courts,	2006	

Medical Malpractice   3%
Product Liability   4%

Other Torts   40%

Automobile   53%

Other torts include legal and other 
professional malpractice, premises lia-
bility (e.g., “slip-and-fall”), intentional 
torts (e.g., assault), and defamation 
(slander and libel).
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1   Under Mississippi’s statute of limitations on 

medical malpractice actions, an injured patient 

must file suit within two years after the negli-

gence occurs or the patient discovers, or should 

reasonably discover, the physician’s negligence.  

In contrast, the statute of repose bars all claims 

filed more than seven years after the occurrence 

of the allegedly negligent act or omission, 

whether or not the patient could reasonably 

have discovered the negligence within that 

time.  The statute of repose is designed to bar 

claims that would otherwise not be barred by 

the statute of limitations.

Although the long-term effects of tort reform cannot yet be fully 
understood, most tort reform measures appear to result in short-term 
fluctuations in caseloads.  The chart below shows Mississippi’s incoming 

medical malpractice and product liability caseloads between 1997 and 2006, a period 
during which several tort reform measures affecting both case types were enacted.

The Mississippi state legislature passed medical malpractice reforms in 1998, 2002, 
and 2004.  These reform measures included a seven-year statute of repose1  on medical 
malpractice cases (1998), venue limitations (2002), limits on noneconomic dam-
ages (2002 and 2004), and reforms to joint and several liability (restricted in 2002, 
abolished in 2004). 

Reforms affecting product liability cases were enacted in 2002 and 2004.  These reforms 
included venue limitations (2002 and 2004), the abolition of joint and several liability 
(2004), limits on noneconomic and punitive damages (2004), and immunity from 
liability for “innocent” sellers of defective products (2004).  In 2004, the state supreme 
court also disallowed the joinder of multiple plaintiffs in a series of product liability cases.

The legislative reforms appear to have exerted at most a brief influence on medical 
malpractice and product liability caseloads.  The 1998 enactment of the statute of repose 
does not appear to be associated with a reduction in filings; instead, medical malpractice 
caseloads rose slightly over the four-year period following its enactment. Following the 
2002 reforms, both types of filings briefly peaked, and then returned to approximately 
their pre-reform (1997) levels.  A smaller transitory 
peak in medical malpractice filings occurred after 
the 2004 legislative reforms.  However, the joinder 
restrictions imposed by the state supreme court in 
2004 appear to have had a larger and possibly more 
permanent effect on product liability filings in 
Mississippi.  Prior to 2004, it was possible for many 
plaintiffs with similar injuries allegedly inflicted by
 the same product to file a single suit against the 
product’s manufacturer.  By disallowing joinder in
 these cases, the Mississippi Supreme court forced 
most product liability plaintiffs to file their lawsuits 
individually.  Thus, although the number of injured 
plaintiffs filing suit may have remained the same, the 
number of separate lawsuits handled and reported 
by the state courts has increased dramatically.

Mississippi	Malpractice	and	Product	Liability	Cases
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Incoming	Medical	Malpractice	and	Product	Liability	Cases	in	Mississippi	
circuit court, 1997 - 2006 
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A malpractice claim alleges negligence in 
the performance of professional duties.  
In 2006, 80 percent of malpractice claims 
in state courts in 2006 were against doc-
tors and other medical professionals; 12 
percent were against attorneys and other 
providers of legal services; 6 percent were 
against other professionals such as accoun-
tants and architects.

Although medical malpractice claims are 
the most prevalent type of malpractice 
case and are a frequent focus of tort re-
form efforts, medical malpractice cases 
represent a small fraction of state courts’ 
overall civil caseloads.  In each of the 14 
unified and general jurisdiction courts 
that reported medical malpractice, total 
tort, and total civil caseloads for 2006, 
medical malpractice cases accounted for 
less than 8 percent of incoming tort case-
loads and no more than 1.5 percent of all 
incoming civil cases.

Composition	of	Incoming	Malpractice	Caseloads	in	6	Unified	and	
General	Jurisdiction	Courts,	2006

14%

80%

6%

x

Legal

Other

Medical

Incoming	Medical	Malpractice	Caseloads	in	14	Unified	and	
General	Jurisdiction	Courts,	2006

x
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	 	 	 		Incoming	Medical	Malpractice	Cases	 	 	 	 
	 													Percentage	of			 									Percentage	of	 																																									Per	100,000
State	 								Incoming	Tort	Cases	 				Incoming	Civil	Cases	 					Total	 																		Population  

Unified	Courts	 	 	 	 	 	

Puerto Rico 6.0% 0.5%  532 14

Kansas 6.8  0.2    296 11

Connecticut 2.1  0.2    330  9

Iowa 6.2  0.2    262  9

Wisconsin 2.9  0.1    204  4

median 6.0  0.2    296  9
      
  

General	Jurisdiction	Courts	 	 	 	 	  

New York 6.7  1.2  4,140 21

New Jersey 2.5  0.2  1,701 20

New Hampshire 7.9  1.2    139 11

Tennessee 5.4  0.9    640 11

Michigan 6.2  1.5  1,033 10

Mississippi 4.2  1.2    276 10

Rhode Island 2.7  0.9     86  8

Arizona 3.9  0.6    465  8

Hawaii 3.0  0.4     40  3

Median	 4.2		 0.9		 		465	 10
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The adjacent table displays contract case-
loads in 27 unified and general jurisdic-
tion court systems in 2006.  Population-
adjusted rates of contract claims and the 
proportion of all civil cases represented 
by contract claims vary noticeably from 
state to state.  contributing to these varia-
tions are differences in court structure, 
jurisdictional dollar amount limits, and 
local legal cultures.

Incoming	Contract	Caseloads	in	27	Unified	and	General	Jurisdiction	Courts,	2006x

         incoming contract cases    
	 	 						Percentage	of		 	 											Per	100,000
State	 	 Incoming	Civil	Cases											Total	 												Population

Unified	Courts	 	 	 	 	

District of Columbia 60%  46,377 7,921

Kansas 78  141,577 5,137

Missouri 52  143,910 2,465

North Dakota 50   13,910 2,182

Connecticut 30   46,928 1,342

Puerto Rico 44   51,828 1,320

Minnesota 24   33,136   643

Iowa 12   18,637   627

Wisconsin 13   33,553   602

Median	 44		 	46,377	 1,342

     

General	Jurisdiction	Courts	 	 	 	 	

New Jersey 56   461,247  5,322

Utah 60    59,629  2,312

New Mexico 43    19,960  1,028

Colorado 57    44,865    941

Kentucky 73    39,468    939

Ohio 34    92,293    805

Mississippi 59    13,302    459

Maine 14     5,050    384

Washington 15    20,627    324

Rhode Island 27     2,499    235

Arizona 18    13,982    227

New Hampshire 21     2,514    192

Texas 19    42,130    180

Michigan 19    12,705    126

Tennessee 10     7,142    118

Hawaii 13     1,185     93

New York  4    13,528     70

Alaska  3       282     42

Median	 20		 	 	13,755	 	 		27

National Center for State Courts
Civil Trials on Appeal: Part 1

http://www.ncsconline.org/D_Research/csp/
Highlights/Vol14No1.pdf

Civil Trials on Appeal: Part 2

http://www.ncsconline.org/D_Research/csp/
Highlights/Vol14No2.pdf

•
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In most states, small claims are the largest 
single category of civil cases.  The adjacent 
table presents small claims caseloads in 
relation to the combined civil caseloads 
of each state’s limited and general jurisdic-
tion courts.  As with contract cases, the 
prevalence of small claims cases varies 
from state to state as a result of differences 
in court structure and jurisdictional limits.  
In states with larger population-adjusted 
rates of incoming small claims cases, 
these cases also tend to represent a larger 
proportion of incoming civil cases.  The 
map displays the maximum dollar value 
of small claims cases in all 50 states plus 
the District of columbia and Puerto Rico.  
The limits range from $1,500 in Kentucky 
to $25,000 in Tennessee.
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incoming small claims caseloads in 31 states, 2006x
   

                           incoming small claims cases    
					 																								Small	Claims	 													Percentage	of	 	 																							Per	100,000
State	 	 						Limit	 									Incoming	Civil	Cases	 											Total	 																								Population  
South Carolina $7,500 65% 197,143 4,553
Indiana $6,000 60 285,384 4,528
iowa $5,000 61  97,747 3,288
wisconsin $5,000 66 172,330 3,092
District	of	Columbia $5,000 20  15,639 2,671
Connecticut $5,000 36  86,835 2,484
West Virginia $5,000 55  43,247 2,391
Florida $5,000 27 273,871 1,517
Alaska $10,000 33   9,788 1,445
Idaho $5,000 24  19,668 1,344

Utah $7,500 29  33,729 1,308
Vermont $3,500 35   7,825 1,261
New Hampshire $5,000 31  16,448 1,254
illinois $5,000 25 145,696 1,140
minnesota $7,500 40  56,923 1,104
Michigan $3,000 12  90,784   899
north dakota $5,000 19   5,413   849
Ohio $3,000 11  87,940   767
Arkansas $5,000 16  21,114   752
California $5,000 24 236,511   652

New Jersey $3,000  7  56,460   652
Washington $4,000  9  25,381   398
Kentucky $1,500  7  16,556   394
Arizona $2,500  8  24,066   390
Nebraska $2,700  7   6,857   389
Kansas $4,000  5   9,729   353
Colorado $7,500  5  13,380   281
missouri $3,000  6  15,704   269
Hawaii $3,500 13   3,389   265
Texas $5,000  7  54,440   233
Montana $3,000  2   1,145   121     
Median	 $5,000	 20	 	25,381	 		899

Note: States in bold have a unified court system.     
   

small claims limits in state courts, 2006x
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Whereas restraining orders against spouses 
and other current and former household 
members and intimate partners are cap-
tured in domestic relations caseloads, 
and violations of restraining orders are 
counted as criminal cases, requests for 
restraining orders that do not arise out of a 
known domestic relationship are captured 
under the civil case type of non-domestic 
restraining orders.  In some states, these 
cases are termed “stalking” or “harass-
ment” cases.  Eleven states were able to 
report both non-domestic restraining 
order and total civil caseloads for 2006.  
In most states, non-domestic restraining 
orders accounted for fewer than 5 percent 
of all incoming civil cases. 

Incoming	Non-Domestic	Relations	Restraining	Order	Caseloads	in	11	States,	2006	x

            Incoming Non-Domestic Restraining Order Cases    

                      Percentage of                                                                           Per 100,000
State                 Incoming Civil Cases Total        Adults

Arizona  9.1% 26,881 594

Hawaii 10.6   2,807 290

minnesota  7.4  10,401 273

Washington  4.1  11,461 242

Michigan  1.8  14,212 190

Kansas  2.0   3,717 184

Colorado  2.2   6,425 181

New Hampshire  3.3   1,777 181

north dakota  2.8     771 161

wisconsin  2.3   5,945 143

missouri  0.3     905  21     

Median	 	2.5		 	5,945	 184

      

Note: States in bold have a unified court system.      
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The states displayed in this section are included because the data shown are comparable 
and conform closely to the criteria defined in the State Court Guide to Statistical Reporting.

Domestic
Relations

Caseloads

Total Incoming Domestic Relations Caseloads in Selected States, 1997 - 2006x
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DIvoRCe                        CuSToDy  
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States included on previous page trend lines. 

Total Incoming Domestic Relations Caseloads

Unified/General Jurisdiction                      Limited Jurisdiction
38 states                     19 states

Unified/General Jurisdiction                            Unified/General Jurisdiction            
35 states                        7 states

Unified/General Jurisdiction                            Unified/General Jurisdiction            
21 states                       28 states

Unified/General Jurisdiction                            Unified/General Jurisdiction         Limited Jurisdiction         
22 states                       24 states                           13 states



Incoming Domestic Relations Caseloads in 36 States, by Jurisdiction, 2006 xDomestic relations caseloads, as defined 
by the State Court Guide to Statistical 
Reporting, comprise a broad range of 
cases, including marriage dissolution, 
paternity, custody, support, visitation, 
adoption, and civil protection/restrain-
ing order cases.  In 2006, 36 states re-
ported comparable incoming domestic 
relations caseloads totaling 4.5 million 
cases.  In those 36 states, more than 
three-quarters of the incoming cases 
originated in either unified or general 
jurisdiction courts.  

21%

56%

23%

Unified
9 states

General Jurisdiction
23 states

Limited Jurisdiction
17 states
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Incoming Domestic Relations Caseloads and Rates in 36 States, 2006x The adjacent table disaggregates the do-
mestic relations caseloads in the 36 states 
by court jurisdiction.  General jurisdiction 
courts have exclusive jurisdiction over this 
caseload in 19 states (nine of which are 
unified court systems), courts of limited 
jurisdiction have exclusive jurisdiction in 
only three states (Massachusetts, North 
Carolina, and Rhode Island), and jurisdic-
tion is shared between the two tiers of 
courts in 14 states.

Also displayed is the number of incom-
ing domestic relations cases per 100,000 
population.  In 2006, the median popula-
tion-adjusted incoming domestic relations 
rate for all states was 1,594 cases, but both 
states with large and states with small popu-
lations had rates far above the median.  For 
example, New York, which had the third 
largest population, also had the highest 
population-adjusted rate (3,428).  But 
the District of Columbia, which had 
the second smallest population, had the 
seventh highest population-adjusted rate 
(2,387).  California was first in population 
rank but its population-adjusted rate of 
incoming cases was well below the median, 
at 1,255 domestic relations cases per 
100,000 population.

    General                limited               per 100,000         population
State                         Jurisdiction      Jurisdiction                Total          population               Rank

exclusive Jurisdiction in General Jurisdiction Court    

Pennsylvania 379,982  379,982 3,064 6

Florida 497,808  497,808 2,757 4

New Jersey 228,855  228,855 2,641 11

north Dakota 16,122   16,122 2,529 49

District of Columbia 13,975   13,975 2,387 51

Ohio 251,440  251,440 2,193 7

New Mexico 38,156   38,156 1,964 37

Missouri 113,246  113,246 1,940 18

Arkansas 51,614   51,614 1,837 33

Georgia 148,993  148,993 1,595 9

Iowa 42,152   42,152 1,418 31

Kansas 37,525   37,525 1,362 34

Michigan 132,187  132,187 1,308 8

California 454,880  454,880 1,255 1

Illinois 144,534  144,534 1,131 5

Hawaii 13,559   13,559 1,060 43

Wisconsin 57,734   57,734 1,036 20

Minnesota 50,005   50,005 970 21

Utah 22,420   22,420 869 35

exclusive Jurisdiction in limited Jurisdiction Court        

Massachusetts  129,594 129,594 2,014 13

North Carolina  131,046 131,046 1,477 10

Rhode Island  12,935  12,935 1,218 44

Shared Jurisdiction        

New York 63,738 597,326 661,064 3,428 3

Vermont 20,373     468  20,841 3,357 50

Nevada 53,525   1,740  55,265 2,217 36

Arizona 107,219  28,567 135,786 2,202 16

Maryland 92,993  23,813 116,806 2,085 19

Alabama 61,214  22,835  84,049 1,831 23

New Hampshire 13,501  10,436  23,937 1,825 42

Idaho  96  23,237  23,333 1,594 40

Indiana 96,426     401  96,827 1,536 15

Nebraska 24,038     941  24,979 1,416 39

Tennessee 63,183  22,394  85,577 1,409 17

Colorado 43,665   7,237  50,902 1,068 22

Washington 62,928   2,715  65,643 1,030 14

Louisiana 42,053      79  42,132 993 25

Median    1,594  

Notes: a) States in bold have a unified court system; b) Blank cells indicate no limited jurisdiction court or 
             no domestic relations jurisdiction.       
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Incoming Domestic Relations Caseloads in 14 States, by Jurisdiction, 2006 x

Reopened/Reactivated Domestic Relations Caseloads in 9 States, 2006x

The bar chart, to the right, presents the 
percentage of the domestic relations 
caseload heard by the general jurisdiction 
versus limited jurisdiction courts for the 
14 states that divide jurisdiction between 
the two tiers.  In 12 of those states, the 
court of general jurisdiction handled more 
than half of the state’s incoming domestic 
relations caseload, and half of those states 
report that the general jurisdiction court 
hears over 90 percent of incoming cases.  
However, in New York and Idaho, the 
courts of limited jurisdiction hear almost 
all of the domestic relations caseload.  In 
New York, this is due to the fact that the 
general jurisdiction court’s authority is 
limited to marriage dissolution cases; all 
other domestic relations cases are heard 
by the limited jurisdiction court.  In Idaho, 
jurisdictional authority is shared between 
the two courts, but the general jurisdiction 
court heard fewer than 100 cases.

Incoming caseloads consist of newly filed, 
reopened, and reactivated cases.  A case is 
counted as newly filed when it enters the 
court system for the first time; as reopened 
when the court is called upon to modify 
or enforce a previous entry of judgment; 
and as reactivated when the case, having 
previously been determined by the court 
to be inactive, returns to the court’s active 
pending caseload and continues toward 
disposition.  Many of the domestic rela-
tions case types are, by the nature of the 
decisions required from the court, subject 
to multiple reopening/reactivating events.  

Louisiana  42,132

Indiana  96,827

Vermont  20,841

Nevada  55,265

Nebraska  24,979

Washington  65,643

Colorado  50,902

Maryland 116,806

Arizona 135,786

Tennessee  85,577

Alabama  84,049

New Hampshire 23,937

New York 661,064

Idaho  23,333

0% 25% 50% 75% 100%Incoming Cases

64%

36%

Reopened/Reactivated  413,521 cases 

New Filings  736,691 cases

n   General Jurisdiction            n   Limited Jurisdiction
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For example, support, custody, and visita-
tion arrangements within families can be 
frequently modified, and the Guide recom-
mends that each modification be reported 
as a reopened case to ensure that the 
court’s actual workload is recognized.  In 
2006, nine states were able to distinguish 
between newly filed and reopened/reac-
tivated domestic relations cases.  At the 
aggregate level, reopened and reactivated 
cases represented 36 percent of the total 
incoming domestic relations caseloads in 
these nine states.

Among these nine states, New Jersey 
reported the highest percentage of re-
opened/reactivated domestic relations 
cases.  This is likely the result of two fac-
tors.  First, New Jersey began collecting 
data for reopened cases in 1992, over 10 
years before the introduction of the Guide.  
With about 15 years experience in collect-
ing these data, the trial courts there are well 
versed in identifying and counting these 
cases.  Second, New Jersey’s court staffing 
needs are based on incoming caseload, so 
an accurate count of reopened and reacti-
vated, as well as newly filed, cases is critical 
to maintain appropriate staffing levels.

Reopened/Reactivated Domestic Relations Caseloads in 9 States, 2006x

Cases that are scheduled to return to 

the court’s docket for review involv-

ing a judicial officer, subsequent to an 

original entry of judgment, are to be 

captured in the new status category 

called “set for review” in Version 2.0 

(forthcoming 2008) of the Guide.

                       Reopened/ 
State                      Total               Reactivated

New Jersey 228,855 154,484

North Dakota  16,122   7,665

Florida 497,808 224,533

Vermont  20,841   9,258

New Mexico  38,156  11,056

District of Columbia  13,975     792

Michigan 132,187   3,273

Illinois 144,534   2,299

Wisconsin  57,734     161

  

Note: States in bold have a unified court system. 
 

68%

48%

45%

44%

29%

6%

3%

2%

0.3%
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Incoming Domestic Relations Composition in 28 States, 2006xDomestic relations caseloads include 
marriage dissolution, paternity, custody, 
support, visitation, adoption, and civil pro-
tection/restraining order cases.  In 2006, 
28 states reported comparable domestic 
relations composition data.

Divorce (i.e., marriage dissolution) cases 
continue to be the most common type of 
domestic relations case heard in unified 
and general jurisdiction courts, represent-
ing 32 and 40 percent of the caseloads, 
respectively.  Support is the most common 
type of case heard in courts of limited 
jurisdiction, comprising 40 percent of the 
total domestic relations caseload in those 
courts.  The difference in case type pro-
portions is likely due to the jurisdictional 
authority granted to courts of general juris-
diction versus limited jurisdiction in two-
tiered court systems.  Civil protection/
restraining order cases are common across 
all three types of courts, representing the 
third most common case type in both 
general and limited jurisdiction courts, and 
the second most common case type in 
states with a unified court system.

On the Web 

Centers for Disease Control
Divorce Rates by State

http://www.cdc.gov/nchs/data/nvss/divorce90_04.pdf

Administration for Children and Families
Adoption and Foster Care Statistics

http://www.acf.hhs.gov/programs/cb/stats_research

•
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unified:  5 courts (266,779 cases)
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Domestic Relations Clearance Rates in 31 States, 2006x To determine how well a court is keep-
ing up with its caseload, a clearance rate 
is calculated by dividing the number of 
outgoing cases by the number of incoming 
cases.  In 2006, 13 of the 31 states able to 
report comparable incoming and outgoing 
domestic relations caseload data showed 
a clearance rate of 100 percent or higher.  
The remaining 18 states increased the 
number of cases in their pending caseload 
during 2006.

70% 80% 90% 100% 110%

Ohio

Utah
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Virginia

North Dakota

Vermont

Arizona

New York

New Jersey

Wisconsin

Alabama

New Mexico

Indiana

Michigan

Arkansas

Oregon

Kentucky

Idaho

Illinois

Missouri

Kansas

California

Florida*

New Hampshire

North Carolina

Minnesota

Alaska

Maryland

Hawaii

Montana

District of Columbia

Note:  States in bold have a unified court system.   
*Florida’s clearance rate is based on new filings and entries of judgment only.
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The states displayed in this section are included because the data shown are comparable 
and conform closely to the criteria defined in the State Court Guide to Statistical Reporting.
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Felony

mISdemeanor

States included on previous page trend lines. 

Total Incoming Criminal Caseloads

Unified/General Jurisdiction                      Limited Jurisdiction
45 states                     30 states

Unified/General Jurisdiction                                 
35 states                 

Unified/General Jurisdiction         Unified/General Jurisdiction            
21 states     20 states



The way in which criminal cases, specifi-
cally felony cases, are counted often differs 
from other types of cases.  Most states with 
two-tiered systems, i.e., those with both 
limited and general jurisdiction courts, 
may hear parts of the same felony case at 
both levels of court and count that case as 
two distinct cases.  For example, a felony 
case will often have a preliminary hearing 
in a limited jurisdiction court, such as a 
municipal court.  If a judicial officer decides 
that the evidence against a defendant is 
sufficient to support the charges, the case is 
typically “bound over” to the court of gen-
eral jurisdiction for trial.  These two courts 
will, therefore, legitimately count the events 
that occurred under their purview as one 
filing or incoming case.  Thus, the number 
of criminal and felony cases reported by 
states with two-tiered court systems may 
appear disproportionately higher when 
compared to single-tiered courts.  

The adjacent table shows the 2006 crimi-
nal caseloads and population-adjusted 
rates for 23 states.  The overall rate of cases 
per 100,000 adults in states with a unified 
court ranged from a high of nearly 6,500 in 
california to a low of about 2,800 in Min-
nesota, with a median rate of about 5,400.  
As expected, the median rate in states with 
two-tiered courts, where many felony cases 
are counted in both the general and limited 
jurisdiction court, is about 50 percent 
higher at 7,960 cases per 100,000 adults.    

BJS Resource 

Bureau of Justice Statistics
Criminal Case Processing Statistics

www.ojp.usdoj.gov/bjs/cases.htm

  Incoming Criminal Cases                          Criminal Cases per 100,000 adults  
                General                 limited                      General                 limited 
State	 												Jurisdiction											Jurisdiction															Total	 																	Jurisdiction										Jurisdiction	 		Total

Unified	Courts	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	   
California 1,694,519  1,694,519 6,430  6,430

Kansas1   112,591 13,157 125,748 5,559 650 6,208

Illinois   546,281  546,281 5,786   5,786

Missouri   246,795  246,795 5,675   5,675

South Dakota2    31,034   31,034 5,377   5,377

District of Columbia    19,914  19,914 4,257  4,257

Iowa    84,277  84,277 3,785  3,785

Puerto Rico    84,656  84,656 3,024  3,024

Minnesota   105,181  105,181 2,765  2,765

median    5,377  5,377
       
    

Two-tiered	Courts	 	 	 	 	 	 	    
Idaho    13,116 136,760 149,876 1,253 13,066 14,319

Michigan    70,954  975,576 1,046,530  950 13,068 14,018

Hawaii     8,024  112,857 120,881  830 11,675 12,505

Louisiana   178,809 200,163 378,972 5,796 6,489 12,285

New Hampshire    26,714 77,219 103,933 2,715 7,849 10,564

Alaska     5,851 32,992 38,843 1,241 6,997 8,238

Maryland    81,151 254,111  335,262 1,947 6,097 8,044

Kentucky    30,601  219,084 249,685  965 6,911 7,876

Washington    50,469 309,682 360,151 1,066 6,538 7,604

New Mexico    26,069 79,989 106,058 1,864 5,720 7,584

Utah    42,079 83,282 125,361 2,406 4,762 7,168

Indiana   254,932  49,092 304,024 5,459 1,051 6,510

Colorado    46,501 152,000 198,501 1,311 4,286 5,598

Rhode Island     6,233 38,726  44,959 768 4,775 5,543

median    1,282 6,513 7,960
         
  
1  Kansas, despite being classified as a unified court, has a municipal court with misdemeanor motor vehicle jurisdiction. 
2  South Dakota’s Magistrate Court has misdemeanor jurisdiction but its caseload is counted in the general juris-
   diction court.     
Note:  Blank cells indicate no limited jurisdiction court or no criminal jurisdiction.

Incoming Criminal Caseloads and rates in 23 States, 2006 

•

x
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Reopened/Reactivated	Criminal	Caseloads	in	Unified	and	
General	Jurisdiction	Courts	in	12	States,	2006

Reopened/Reactivated	Criminal	Caseloads	as	a	Percentage	of	
Total Criminal Caseloads in 12 States, 2006

Data from the 12 states able to report 
reopened and/or reactivated criminal 
caseloads indicate that 12 percent of their 
incoming criminal caseloads reentered 
the court system after an initial entry of 
judgment or were reactivated after a finite 
period of inactivity.  A criminal case may 
be reopened after its original disposition, for 
example, when a defendant violates parole 
and the case returns to court for additional 
adjudication in light of that parole viola-
tion.  A reactivated criminal case, on the 
other hand, has returned to the court’s 
docket after a finite period of inactivity and 
is once again moving toward disposition.  
For example, if a defendant fails to appear 
in court, the court cannot proceed with 
the case, and the case is placed on inactive 
status.  After the court issues a bench war-
rant and the defendant is apprehended 
and returned to court, the court reactivates 
the original case and proceeds to a disposi-
tion.  Managing and counting reopened 
and reactivated criminal caseloads allows 
for more accurate calculations of the age of 
active pending criminal cases and the full 
workload associated with criminal cases. 

Disaggregating the data from the pie chart 
reveals the variation in reopened/reacti-
vated caseloads in state courts.  Eleven of 
these 12 states reported only a reopened 
criminal caseload; Ohio alone reported a 
reactivated caseload.  This would suggest 
that many states do not place cases on 
inactive status, are unable to collect and 
report data for those cases, or do not dis-
tinguish reopened cases from reactivated 
cases at the state level. 

National Center for State Courts
Measure 4:  Age of Active Pending Caseload

www.ncsconline.org/D_Research/CourTools/
Images/courtools_measure4.pdf

12%

88%

Reopened/Reactivated  204,090 cases 

New Filings  1,495,853 cases

x

x
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North Dakota

Illinois

Puerto Rico

Kansas

New Hampshire

New Mexico

Texas

Virginia

Pennsylvania
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Michigan

Vermont

Unified	Courts

General	Jurisdiction	Courts
41%

31%

23%

22%

16%

16%

7%

0.2%
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criminal caseloads, as outlined in the 
State Court Guide to Statistical Reporting, 
consist of felonies, misdemeanors, and 
certain other cases, such as criminal ap-
peals from lower courts.  The distinction 
between felonies and misdemeanors 
varies from state to state but, in general, 
misdemeanors are defined as less serious 
crimes punishable by up to one year in 
jail.  Felonies are more serious crimes 
carrying penalties of at least one year 
in prison.  Both types of cases can also 
result in fines.

Criminal	Caseload	Composition	in	37	States,	by	Jurisdiction,	2006	x

BJS Resources 

Bureau of Justice Statistics
Felony Defendants in Large Urban Counties

www.ojp.usdoj.gov/bjs/abstract/fdluc04.htm

Pretrial Release of Felony Defendants in State Courts

www.ojp.usdoj.gov/bjs/abstract/prfdsc.htm

Felony Sentences in State Courts

www.ojp.usdoj.gov/bjs/abstract/fssc04.htm

•

Unified		-		9	Courts

General	Jurisdiction		-		21	Courts

Limited	Jurisdiction		-		31	Courts

21%
78%

1%

69%
23%

91%

8%

8%

1%

n   Felony
n   Misdemeanor
n   Other 
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As noted earlier, felonies are subject to 
double-counting in two-tiered courts.  
To mitigate these differences, a cross-
state comparison should be limited to 
observations in courts of general jurisdic-
tion only.  criminal caseloads and rates 
in unified court systems (where double-
counting is not typically an issue) are 
more comparable to the caseloads and 
rates at the general jurisdiction level of 
two-tiered systems.  

The adjacent table displays the total num-
ber of incoming felonies and population-
adjusted rates of the unified and general 
jurisdiction courts of 34 states.  Although 
both of these metrics clearly demonstrate 
variation among the states, the median 
population-adjusted rates are quite similar 
at about 1,200 felonies per 100,000 adults.

Incoming	Felony	Caseloads	and	Rates	in	Unified	and	General	Jurisdiction	
Courts in 34 States, 2006x

Unified	Courts 

Missouri 100,136

North Dakota   6,644

Connecticut  35,240

Puerto Rico  35,885

District of Columbia   5,889

South Dakota   6,970

California 289,206

Illinois  99,682

Iowa  22,163

Kansas  19,882

Wisconsin  36,079

Minnesota  31,709

                                            median  

General	Jurisdiction	Courts 

Virginia 131,806

Louisiana  57,862

Tennessee  85,911

New Mexico  23,245

North Carolina 109,815

Indiana  73,600

Colorado  46,501

Oregon  36,258

Alabama  43,561

Alaska   5,851

Utah  20,533

Ohio  98,126

Idaho  11,731

Washington  45,598

Michigan  69,933

Vermont   3,994

New Jersey  54,671

Rhode Island   5,961

Nevada  12,089

West Virginia   6,265

Hawaii   3,927

Massachusetts   5,534

 median 

2,302
1,390

1,339

1,282

1,259

1,208
1,097

1,056

995

982

869

834

1,153

2,288

1,876

1,876
1,662

1,638

1,576

1,311

1,305

1,270

1,241

1,174

1,147

1,121

963

937

849

839

735

652

446

408

113

1,256

State                                        Total    		Per	100,000	Adults
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National Center for State Courts
Measure 2:  Clearance Rate

www.ncsconline.org/D_Research/CourTools/
Images/courtools_measure2.pdf

•

One way to determine whether a court 
is effectively managing its caseload is by 
calculating a clearance rate.  A clearance 
rate is computed by dividing the number 
of outgoing cases during a reporting 
period by the number of incoming cases 
during the same period.  A rate of 100 
percent indicates that a court is keeping 
up with its caseload.
 
The general jurisdiction courts of 31 
states, of which 10 are unified courts, 
reported incoming and outgoing felony 
caseloads from which clearance rates 
could be calculated for 2006.  About 
one-third of these states reported at least 
as many outgoing cases as incoming 
cases, generating clearance rates of 100 
percent or more.  Massachusetts reported 
the second-highest clearance rate at 108 
percent.  But as shown in the chart on the 
previous page, Massachusetts also had by 
far the lowest population-adjusted rate of 
incoming felony cases (113) among the 
states with available data.

Felony	Clearance	Rates	in	Unified	and	General	Jurisdiction	Courts	in	31	States,	2006x

Wisconsin

Puerto Rico

Minnesota

Kansas

District of Columbia

Connecticut

North Dakota

Missouri

Illinois

California

median

Massachusetts

Oregon

Idaho

New Jersey

Arkansas

Utah

Michigan

Alaska

Colorado

Ohio

Rhode Island

Alabama

New Mexico

Vermont

Texas

North Carolina

Arizona

Tennessee

Indiana

Washington

Hawaii

median

70% 80% 90% 100% 110% 120%Unified	Courts

General	Jurisdiction	Courts
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The Guide defines 10 distinct felony case 
types: person, domestic violence, prop-
erty, drug, weapon, public order, motor 
vehicle/DUI, motor vehicle/reckless 
driving, motor vehicle/other, and other 
felony.  To date, no state reports its felony 
caseload at that level of detail.  However, 
five states do distinguish and report four 
of the most prevalent case types.  The 
adjacent charts show the aggregate com-
position for the five states followed by 
each state’s individual composition.

Property offenses dominate the ag-
gregate felony composition of these five 
states.  The individual compositions of 
Hawaii, New Mexico and Tennessee 
are quite similar to one another while 
Kansas reported a larger proportion of 
person felonies.  Utah’s composition was 
unique in that the percentage of drug 
cases exceeded those of both property 
and person cases.
 

Felony	Caseload	Composition	in	Unified	and	General	Jurisdiction	Courts	
in 5 States, 2006x

29%

35%

21%

5%

10%

Drug

Property

Person

Motor Vehicle

Other

37%

32%

10%

9%

13%

Drug

Property

Person

Motor Vehicle

Other

30%

38%

20%

3%

8%

30%

39%

17%

2%

12%

28%

30%

26%

7%

9%

21%

29%

29%

8%

13%

Utah

Tennessee

Hawaii

new mexico

Kansas

Drug

Property

Person

Motor Vehicle

Other

Drug

Property

Person

Motor Vehicle

Other
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Person
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Other
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Incoming misdemeanor Caseloads and rates in 12 States, 2006x

Washington   306,972

Utah   104,059

California 1,402,584

Kansas   103,257

Indiana   204,010

Rhode Island    30,689

Missouri   143,750

Vermont    14,405

District	of	Columbia    14,025

Iowa    62,114

minnesota    73,472

Puerto	Rico    48,771

 median

6,481

5,950

5,322

5,098

4,368

3,784

3,305

3,061

2,998

2,790

1,931

1,742

3,544

State																																				Total									Per	100,000	Adults

Note:  States in bold have a unified court system.  

The adjacent chart shows the number 
of incoming misdemeanor cases and 
population-adjusted rates in 12 states for 
2006.  The number of incoming cases per 
100,000 adults in these states range from 
a low of about 1,750 in Puerto Rico to a 
high of nearly 6,500 in Washington with 
a median rate of 3,544.  contributing to 
this variation in rates are law enforcement 
practices, charging practices, court re-
sources, and differences in the law among 
these 12 states.   
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Depending upon a state’s court structure, 
misdemeanor cases may be heard in gen-
eral jurisdiction courts, limited jurisdiction 
courts, or some combination of the two.  
The chart to the left shows clearance rates 
for misdemeanor cases in various courts 
in 25 states.  Four of the 19 states with 
two-tiered systems shown here reported 
incoming and outgoing misdemeanor 
caseloads from both general and limited 
jurisdiction courts.  

Among the six unified courts, Minnesota 
achieved the highest clearance rate at 100 
percent.  Five of 11 general jurisdiction 
(45 percent) and three of 12 limited juris-
diction courts (25 percent) cleared at least 
as many cases as were incoming in 2006.  

The general jurisdiction court of Idaho 
reported an unusually high clearance rate 
for 2006.  However, because of its relatively 
small misdemeanor caseload, only 2,035 
cases needed to be disposed of to achieve 
its rate of 147 percent. 

misdemeanor Clearance rates in 25 States, 2006x

Minnesota    73,472

Puerto Rico    48,771

District of Columbia    14,025

Missouri   143,750

Kansas   103,257

California 1,402,584

 median 

 

 

Idaho     1,385

New York    25,009

Utah    20,777

Oregon    64,132

New Mexico     1,974

Vermont    14,405

Ohio     7,653

Indiana   156,719

North Carolina    18,493

Tennessee    55,747

Hawaii     4,097

 median 

 

 

Idaho   126,800

Kentucky   160,073

Michigan   851,060

Washington   305,106

Alaska    32,992

Indiana    47,291

Utah    83,282

New Jersey   427,577

Hawaii   107,249

South Carolina   917,372

Rhode Island    30,689

Louisiana   199,422

 median 

Unified	Courts

General	Jurisdiction	Courts

Limited	Jurisdiction	Courts

75% 100% 125% 150%
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The states displayed in this section are included because the data shown are comparable 
and conform closely to the criteria defined in the State Court Guide to Statistical Reporting.

Juvenile
caseloads

Total Incoming Juvenile Caseloads in Selected States, 1997 - 2006x
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DelInquenCy

DepenDenCy

STaTuS OffenSe

States included on previous page trend lines. 

Total Incoming Juvenile Caseloads

Unified/General Jurisdiction                        Limited Jurisdiction
36 states                       17 states

Unified/General Jurisdiction                        Limited Jurisdiction            
20 states                                                          11 states

Unified/General Jurisdiction                        Limited Jurisdiction            
25 states                       11 states

Unified/General Jurisdiction                        Limited Jurisdiction         
15 states                       8 states



National Center for Juvenile Justice
Easy Access to Juvenile Court Statistics

http://www.ojjdp.ncjrs.org/ojstatbb/ezajcs/

Incoming Juvenile Caseloads and Rates in 39 States, 2006 

•

xJuvenile caseloads are divided into three 
main subcategories: delinquency cases, 
dependency cases, and status offense 
cases.  A delinquency case is filed when a 
juvenile commits an offense that would be 
considered a criminal act if an adult com-
mitted the same offense.  When a juvenile 
is abused, neglected, or otherwise improp-
erly supervised or cared for, a dependency 
case is filed.  A status offense case is filed 
when a juvenile commits an offense that 
would not be considered a criminal act if 
committed by an adult.  

In terms of caseflow management and 
workload, juvenile cases can be among the 
most time consuming and complex cases 
processed in the trial courts.  For example, 
juvenile delinquency cases are subject to 
being reopened if the juvenile violates pro-
bation conditions.  Since juveniles who are 
adjudicated delinquent often remain on 
probation until reaching the age of major-
ity in their state, one juvenile delinquent 
case can be reopened numerous times over 
the course of many years.  

The adjacent table shows the total number 
of incoming juvenile cases as well as the 
number of incoming cases per 100,000 
juveniles in 39 states.  These data suggest 
that there is little connection between the 
size of a state’s juvenile population and its 
population-adjusted rate of juvenile cases.  
For example, North Dakota had the high-
est rate of incoming juvenile cases among 
these 39 states, yet its total juvenile popula-
tion is very small.  conversely, california’s 
juvenile population is by far the largest 
in the United States, but its population-
adjusted rate is among the lowest. 

                                                Cases per                Juvenile
State	 																								Total	Cases	 															100,000	Juveniles	 						Population	Rank

North	Dakota*  10,761 6,752 49

Ohio* 184,430 6,334  7

Utah  46,484 5,596 31

Georgia 134,757 5,443  9

Virginia  98,417 5,236 12

Alabama  60,127 5,177 23

South	Dakota  10,368 4,907 47

Florida* 199,490 4,845  4

Minnesota  61,055 4,521 21

Rhode Island  11,182 4,463 44

Nevada  27,503 4,310 36

Hawaii  13,285 4,258 42

Connecticut  33,314 3,858 30

New Jersey*  80,672 3,754 11

Louisiana  43,305 3,738 24

Arkansas*  26,531 3,718 35

Idaho  14,915 3,575 39

Massachusetts  48,763 3,211 16

District of Columbia*   3,662 3,112 52

Washington  47,103 2,875 14

New Hampshire*   9,339 2,848 41

Kansas*  20,700 2,834 34

Michigan*  67,927 2,576  8

Nebraska  11,584 2,497 38

Maryland  34,335 2,394 19

Pennsylvania  66,465 2,252  6

North Carolina  43,996 2,033 10

Iowa  14,900 1,997 33

Colorado  22,525 1,846 22

New York*  81,439 1,710  3

Maine   5,148 1,659 43

Missouri  24,237 1,628 18

Vermont*   2,363 1,573 50

New Mexico*   8,246 1,516 37

California* 148,917 1,505  1

Wisconsin  21,214 1,493 20

Alaska   2,859 1,388 48

Arizona  22,335 1,362 13

Montana   3,108 1,287 45

Median  2,875 

   
Note:  States in bold have a unified court system.   
* This state reported reopened and/or reactivated caseloads.   

On the Web 
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Incoming Juvenile Caseloads in 12 States, 2006 x As shown in the adjacent graphic, re-
opened/reactivated cases comprised 30 
percent of the 2006 aggregate incoming 
juvenile caseloads in the 12 states able to 
report an incoming juvenile caseload as 
defined by the Guide.  The proportions 
of reopened/reactivated cases reported 
by individual states vary noticeably from 
a high of 54 percent in Florida to a low 
of less than 1 percent in Vermont.  Some 
of this variation will be mitigated by the 
forthcoming introduction of the “set for 
review” status category in the Guide.  At 
present, only Florida, New York, and 
Arkansas are known to be collecting data 
for cases set for review.  However, Florida 
does not distinguish between those cases 
and cases that are unexpectedly reopened 
or reactivated after a period of inactivity 
as do New York and Arkansas.  Hence, 
Florida’s reopened/reactivated caseload 
is overinclusive compared to other states.  
Both New York and Arkansas were able to 
extract their set for review cases from their 
reopened/reactivated caseloads in 2006, 
resulting in lower but more accurate and 
comparable data from both states.

    Reopened/
State	 																				New	Filings					+					Reactivated	 			=							Incoming												Percent	Reopened/Reactivated

Florida  92,193 107,297 199,490

New York  53,406 28,033  81,439

Ohio 131,813 52,617 184,430

California 110,750 38,167 148,917

New Mexico   6,342   1,904   8,246

North	Dakota   9,101   1,660  10,761

New Jersey  69,469  11,203  80,672

Arkansas  23,533   2,998  26,531

Michigan  65,457   2,470  67,927

District of Columbia   3,630      32   3,662

Kansas  20,546     154  20,700

Vermont   2,356       7   2,363

Total 588,596 246,542 835,138

     

Note:  States in bold have a unified court system.     

54%

34%

29%

26%

23%

15%

14%

11%

4%

1%

1%

0.3%

30%
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n   The State Court Guide to Statistical Reporting 

recommends collecting and reporting data in each of 

the caseload status categories (e.g., begin pending-

active, begin pending-inactive, new filing, reopened 

case, etc.) to produce the clearest possible picture 

of juvenile caseloads.  In the coming year, a new 

caseload status category called “set for review” will 

be introduced in the Guide.  This will help to capture 

more completely the volume of work required by a 

court with regard to its juvenile caseload by provid-

ing a place to count cases that are expected to re-

turn to the court docket for periodic review.
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Juvenile Caseload Clearance Rates in 28 States, 2006 xA caseload clearance rate is calculated by 
dividing the number of outgoing cases for 
a certain time period by the number of 
incoming cases during the same period.   
A clearance rate greater than 100 percent 
indicates that the court reduced its pend-
ing caseload.  For 2006, nine of 28 states 
(32 percent) reported juvenile clearance 
rates of 100 percent or higher.  One of 
those states, Ohio, achieved a clearance 
rate of 100 percent despite having the 
second-highest population-adjusted rate 
of incoming juvenile cases.  The median 
clearance  rate for all 28 states was 
98 percent.

      Incoming
State  Juvenile Cases

North Carolina  43,996

Idaho  14,915

District of Columbia  03,662

Vermont  02,363

New Mexico  08,246

Virginia  98,417

Ohio 184,430

New Jersey  80,672

New York  81,439

Arkansas  26,531

Wisconsin  21,214

Washington  47,103

Utah  46,484

Michigan  67,927

Pennsylvania  66,465

Minnesota  61,055

Alabama  60,127

Rhode Island  11,182

Hawaii  13,285

South	Dakota  10,368

Kansas  20,700

Arizona  22,335

Maryland  34,335

Alaska  02,859

Montana  03,108

New Hampshire  09,339

Georgia 134,757

California 148,917

                                            Median 

Note:  States in bold have a unified court system.

60% 80% 100% 120%
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Juvenile Clearance Rates in 15 States, by Case Subcategory, 2006x The adjacent table displays separate clear-
ance rates for each of the three juvenile 
caseload subcategories in 15 states.  No 
state reported a clearance rate of 100 
percent or higher in every one of the juve-
nile subcategories.  In some states, there 
are notable differences in clearance rates 
among subcategories, which may indicate 
a particular emphasis on the processing of 
some case types over others.  For example, 
North carolina reported a clearance rate 
of 129 percent for its dependency case-
load, but 72 percent for its status offense 
caseload.  Similarly, Kansas reported a 101 
percent clearance rate for its dependency 
caseload, but 76 percent for its status of-
fense caseload.  Analyzing the data in this 
way can help courts identify opportunities 
for improved caseflow management.

Variations in the composition of juvenile 
caseloads among unified, general, and lim-
ited jurisdiction courts are often explained 
by states opting to grant jurisdiction for 
delinquency, dependency, and status of-
fense cases only to specific courts or court 
levels within their systems.  However, an 
examination of juvenile caseload com-
position reveals that each of these three 
types of court is more alike than not.  One 
apparent difference is the seemingly high 
percentage of status offense cases in uni-
fied courts.  This result is driven by Min-
nesota, one of the six states with a unified 
court system included in the graphic to 
the left, which has both the largest case-
load and the greatest proportion of status 
offense cases.

State	 								Total	Juvenile											Delinquency	 								Dependency													Status	Offense

North Carolina 109% 105% 129% 72%
Vermont 102  100  106   98 
New Mexico 101  101   98  120 
Ohio 100  100  102   99 
New Jersey 100  100   92  102 
New York 100  102   97  106 
Arkansas  99  101   94  100 
Washington  99  102   91   98 
Utah  99   97  114   98 
Pennsylvania  96   97   95   87 
Minnesota  96   98   94   96 
Hawaii  93   90   96   97 
Kansas  92   93  101   76 
Maryland  90   88  102   83 
Georgia  84   87   82   81 

Note:  States in bold have a unified court system.    

Incoming	Juvenile	Caseload	Composition	in	20	States,	by	Jurisdiction,	2006	x
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Juvenile	Delinquency	Caseload	Composition	in	Kansas	and	Utah,	2006xThe delinquency caseload comprises prop-
erty, person, drug, and public order cases, 
as well as a residual “other” case type.  Two 
states reported a complete breakdown of 
these delinquency case types for 2006 as 
recommended in the Guide.  The adjacent 
bar charts show that Kansas’s delinquency 
caseload is composed primarily of prop-
erty offense cases, followed by person 
offenses, public order offenses, and finally 
drug offenses.  In Utah, the proportion of 
these four case types within the delinquen-
cy caseload was somewhat different, with 
public order offenses the most common.

The dependency caseload comprises 
abuse, neglect, dependent (no fault), and 
termination of parental rights (TPR) cases, 
as well as a residual “other” case type.  In 
2006, Kansas and North carolina reported 
a complete dependency caseload com-
position as recommended in the Guide.  
In both states neglect cases were clearly 
the most frequent type of dependency 
case filed, constituting almost half of each 
state’s dependency caseload.  However, the 
proportions of each of the remaining case 
types were noticeably different.

Juvenile	Dependency	Caseload	Composition	in	Kansas	and	North	Carolina,	2006x
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The states displayed in this section are included because the data shown are comparable 
and conform closely to the criteria defined in the State Court Guide to Statistical Reporting.

Traffic/
Violations
Caseloads

Total Incoming Traffic/Violations Caseloads in Selected States, 1997 - 2006x
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OrdInanCe VIOlaTIOnS

ParkIng VIOlaTIOnS

States included on previous page trend lines. 

Total Incoming Traffic/Violations Caseloads

Unified/General Jurisdiction                      Limited Jurisdiction
17 states                     29 states

Unified/General Jurisdiction                      Limited Jurisdiction            
6 states                     13 states

Limited Jurisdiction                                      
10 states                   



National Center for State Courts
Traffic InfoCenter

http://www.ncsconline.org/wc/CourTopics/ResourceCenter.asp?id=20

Incoming Traffic/Violations Caseloads and rates in 24 States, 2006 

•

xTraffic, parking, and ordinance violations 
caseloads continue to have a marked pres-
ence in state trial courts.  The adjacent table 
displays the number of incoming traffic/
violations cases reported by the 24 states 
for which data were available.  Population-
adjusted rates are also included to facilitate 
comparisons between states.  Among 
these 24 states, Texas reported the largest 
number of incoming cases by far at 9.5 mil-
lion followed by California at 5.9 million.  
Nonetheless, New Jersey’s population-
adjusted rate of 66,793 is 65 percent greater 
than that of Texas and over 400 percent 
greater than that of California.

The range in population-adjusted rates is 
highlighted when comparing Puerto Rico 
and Hawaii.  Puerto Rico has nearly four 
times as many miles of roadways and six 
times as many residents per square mile, 
yet the population-adjusted rate for Hawaii 
is over one hundred times greater than that 
of Puerto Rico.  Hence, other local condi-
tions such as driving patterns and traffic 
and parking enforcement practices may 
explain some of the differences observed in 
state caseloads.  

                   Per 100,000               Population
State                          Total                  Population                 rank
         

New Jersey 5,788,351 66,793 11

Texas 9,473,470 40,472  2

Hawaii   431,202 33,724 43

Iowa   788,895 26,539 31

Montana   238,810 25,223 45

Washington 1,594,544 25,013 14

Arkansas   701,392 24,968 33

Illinois 3,077,336 24,085  5

Michigan 2,422,707 23,982  8

Minnesota 1,228,897 23,841 21

Vermont   140,093 22,567 50

Utah   533,402 20,678 35

Virginia 1,487,502 19,469 12

South dakota   141,402 17,934 47

Ohio 1,965,071 17,142  7

California 5,928,507 16,355  1

Idaho   221,305 15,118 40

Indiana   896,373 14,222 15

Alaska    75,765 11,184 48

North Carolina   804,335  9,069 10

Kentucky   376,397  8,952 26

Florida 1,582,989  8,766 4

New Hampshire    76,430  5,826 42

Puerto Rico    12,718    324 27

Median  20,074 

Note:  States in bold have a unified court system.   
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Traffic/Violations Cases as a Percentage of all Incoming Cases in 21 States, 2006 x The adjacent table presents traffic/viola-
tions caseloads as a proportion of total 
incoming caseloads in 21 states.  Twelve 
states reported traffic/violations caseloads 
in excess of 50 percent.  Only one state, 
Minnesota, reported a proportion greater 
than 75 percent.  The proportion of traffic/
violations cases in Minnesota exceeded 
that of New Jersey despite having a much 
smaller traffic/violations caseload and a 
population-adjusted rate of about one-
third the rate of New Jersey.
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Florida

New Hampshire

Puerto rico

Median

Note:  States in bold have a unified court system  

77%

75%

72%

71%

71%
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69%

68%

64%

63%

55%

55%

49%
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45%

38%
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34%

29%

5%

55%
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Clearance rates for Traffic/Violations Cases in 20 States, 2006 xDespite the large volume of incoming 
traffic/violations cases in 2006, 10 of the 
20 states reporting incoming and out-
going caseloads achieved a clearance rate 
of 100 percent or higher.  New Jersey, 
with the highest population-adjusted rate 
and second highest proportion of traffic/
violations caseloads, reported a clearance 
rate of 101 percent.  Similarly, Minnesota 
achieved a clearance rate of 100 percent 
despite traffic/violations cases comprising 
77 percent of the total caseload.  Although 
traffic/violations cases often account for 
the majority of a state’s trial court caseload, 
many states appear capable of efficiently 
managing and disposing of these cases.         
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Note:  States in bold have a unified court system 
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Incoming Traffic/Violations Caseload Composition in Unified and general 
Jurisdiction Courts in 8 States, 2006

x The traffic/violations caseload composi-
tion of general and unified courts for eight 
states is displayed in the graph on the left.  
Caseloads in these courts are primarily 
composed of non-criminal traffic cases, 
which represent 95 percent of all traffic/
violations cases.  Virtually all of the re-
maining caseload consists of local ordi-
nance violations, indicating that courts 
of general jurisdiction typically do not 
handle parking violations cases.      

The second graph shows the traffic/viola-
tions caseload composition for limited 
jurisdiction courts in 9 states.  When the 
caseload composition for unified and gen-
eral jurisdiction courts is compared to that 
of limited jurisdiction courts, differences 
emerge.  In general jurisdiction courts, 95 
percent of the caseload is comprised of 
non-criminal traffic violations compared 
to 79 percent for limited jurisdiction 
courts.  The lower percentage of non-
criminal traffic violations results from a 
high proportion of parking violations, 
which are virtually nonexistent in general 
jurisdiction courts.

Incoming Traffic/Violations Caseload Composition in limited Jurisdiction 
Courts in 9 States, 2006

x

Non-Criminal Traffic     Parking            Ordinance              Other

95%

0%
5%

0.1%

Non-Criminal Traffic     Parking            Ordinance              Other

79%

18%

3% 1%
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Appellate
Caseloads

Total Appellate Filings, 1997 - 2006x
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National Center for State Courts
Caseload Highlights
Taxonomy of Appellate Courts

http://www.ncsconline.org/D_Research/csp/
Highlights/Vol3No1Taxom.pdf

• The primary function of state appellate 
courts is to review lower court determina-
tions.  In so doing, the appellate courts 
both correct irregularities in lower court 
decisions and provide overall direction in 
the law.  In 39 states and Puerto Rico, an in-
termediate appellate court (IAC) provides 
the first level of appellate review in most 
cases, and a court of last resort (COLR) 
provides a second level of review.  In certain 
types of cases in these states, such as those 
involving the death penalty, the COLR will 
hear appeals of trial court decisions directly.  
Eleven states and the District of Columbia 
have no intermediate appellate courts.  In 
these states, the court of last resort provides 
the only level of appellate review.

Appellate courts can also entertain certain 
proceedings directly without the need for 
previous lower court activity.  These cases, 
referred to as original jurisdiction proceed-
ings, allow the appellate court to conduct 
the initial examination of a case or contro-
versy.  Habeas corpus, a court’s review of 
the legality of a person’s detention, is per-
haps the most well-known type of original 
jurisdiction case.  

Both appellate and original jurisdiction 
cases can be further divided into mandatory 
and discretionary jurisdiction cases.  Manda-
tory jurisdiction cases are those in which 
an appellate court is required to hear the 
merits of the case.  In contrast, the appellate 
court may choose whether or not to enter-
tain a case that falls within its discretionary 
jurisdiction.  If the court declines review of 
a discretionary appeal, the decision of the 
lower court stands.

The adjacent table displays appellate court 
caseloads in all states for 2006.  The highest 
population-adjusted appellate caseloads 
were reported by the District of Columbia 
and Louisiana.  The District of Columbia’s 
high appellate caseload can be attributed, 
at least in part, to the fact that it is more 
like a city than a state.  The large number 
of appeals in Louisiana may be explained 
by the Louisiana Court of Appeals’ ability 
to review matters of both law and fact in 
civil cases.  This is in contrast to most state 
appellate courts, which are permitted to 
review matters of law only.
 
In nearly all states, the majority of appel-
late cases fall within the courts’ mandatory 
jurisdiction.  States with no intermediate 
appellate court tend to report an especially 
high percentage of appeals as mandatory.  
In these states, the COLR is typically 
required to hear many appeals that in a 
two-tiered appellate system would be man-
datory at the IAC level and discretionary at 
the COLR level.

Over the past decade, appellate court case-
loads have decreased by 4 percent.  Much 
of the decline between 1998 and 2001 
can be attributed to changes in the manda-
tory jurisdiction of many courts in the late 
1990s.  However, the past five years have 
seen appellate filings rise less than one-half 
of one percent per year.  

http://www.ncsconline.org/D_Research/csp/Highlights/Vol3No1Taxom.pdf
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x
                                                                           Appeals	 	 	 	 	 												Number	of	Justices	 	 	
 											 																															Percent																		Percent												Per	100,000																							Population																				Court	of															Intermediate
State	 																								Cases																		Mandatory									Discretionary								Population	 																Rank																								Last	Resort									Appellate	Court

With	an	Intermediate	Appellate	Court	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	   

Louisiana 10,646  24% 76% 251 25 7 53 
Puerto Rico  6,140 49   51  156 27 7  39 
Florida 27,381 70  30  152 4 7 62 
Oregon  4,830 77  23  131 28 7 10 
Pennsylvania 15,234 82  18  123 6 7 24*
Ohio 13,781 86  14  120 7 7 68 
New Jersey 10,401  72  28  120 11 7 34 
Alabama  5,328 78  22  116 23 9 10*
Oklahoma  4,090 88  12  114 29 14* 12 
Kansas  3,022  71  29  110 34 7 11    
Alaska    738 76  24  109 48 5   3 
Michigan 10,469 38  62  104  8 7  28 
Nebraska  1,715 80  20  97 39 7   6 
Idaho  1,357 81  19   93 40 5   3 
Washington  5,875 65  35   92 14 9  24 
Texas 21,325 86  14   91  2 18*  80 
Kentucky  3,694 80  20   88 26 7  14 
Illinois 11,135 80  20   87  5 7  54 
Colorado  4,141  69  31   87 22 7  16 
California 31,411 43  57   87  1 7 105          
New York 16,496 77   23   86  3 7 71*
Missouri  4,864 89   11   83 18 7  32 
Hawaii  1,062 90   10   83 43 5   6 
Arkansas  2,322 74   26   83 33 7  12 
New Mexico  1,605 63   37   83 37 5  10 
Arizona  4,973 76   24   81 16 5  22 
Virginia  5,967 11   89   78 12 7  11 
Wisconsin  4,127 75   25   74 20 7  16 
Mississippi  2,051  70   30   71 32 9  10 
South Carolina  3,054  69   31   71 24 5   9    
Iowa  2,012 100    0   68 31 7   9 
Utah  1,644  98    2   64 35 5   7 
Maryland  3,523  66   34   63 19 7  13 
Minnesota  3,227  75   25   63 21 7  16 
North Dakota    383 100    0   60 49 5   3 
Indiana  3,680  75   25   58 15 5 16*
Tennessee  3,474  67   33   57 17 5 24*
Georgia  5,302  62   38   57  9 7  12 
Massachusetts	 	3,635	 	59		 	41		 	56	 13	 7	 	25	
Connecticut	 	1,684	 	70		 	30		 	48	 30	 7	 	10	
North Carolina  3,344  57   43   38 10 7  15 
Median     86      
   
Without	an	Intermediate	Appellate	Court	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	    
District of Columbia  1,687  99%   1% 288 51 9  
West Virginia  3,631   0  100  201 38 5  
Vermont    548 95    5   88 50 5  
Nevada  2,185 100    0   88 36 7  
Montana    821  85   15   87 45 7  
Delaware    688 100    0   81 46 5  
New Hampshire    964   0  100   73 42 5  
Wyoming    319 100    0   62 52 5  
South Dakota    451  85   15   57 47 5  
Maine    709  81   19   54 41 7  
Rhode Island    341  67   33   32 44 5 
Median     81      
             

*Indicates	justices	sit	on	two	separate	courts	(e.g.	Supreme	Court	and	Court	of	Criminal	Appeals)

http://www.ncsconline.org/D_Research/csp/2007_files/Appellate Graphics 2.xls
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Percentage	Change	in	Appellate	Caseloads,	1997-2006x The adjacent table shows the percentage 
change in appellate caseloads between 
both 1997 and 2006, and 2005 and 2006, 
for each state.  This display tells a some-
what different story than the aggregated 
trend data and reveals a 10-year caseload 
increase as high as +60 percent (South 
Carolina) and a 10-year caseload decrease 
as low as -50 percent (Rhode Island).   

South Carolina’s increase over the last 
decade can be attributed to a surge in 
post-conviction relief requests as well as 
improved statistical reporting practices 
in their appellate courts.  The decrease 
reported by Rhode Island can be attributed 
to changes in the handling of pro hac vice 
admission petitions (allowing out-of-state 
attorneys to temporarily appear in the 
state’s court for a case), which rose sharply 
in the late 1990s only to subsequently fall.

The relative stability shown in the aggre-
gate trend line demonstrates the affect of 
the larger states and their comparatively 
large caseloads.  The four largest states, 
California, Texas, New York, and Florida, 
combined to equal about one-third of the 
total appellate court caseload, but none 
of these states reported an annualized in-
crease or decrease greater than 1.5 percent.  

	 																											Cases	Filed	 																			Percent	Increase							Percent	Increase
State                                 2006                         1997-2006              2005-2006

South Carolina  3,054 60% 7%
Puerto Rico  6,140 36  8 
Idaho  1,357 35  5 
Delaware    688 25  18 
North Carolina  3,344 23  -3 
Utah  1,644 21  6 
Nevada  2,185 19  6 
West Virginia  3,631 17  20 
Hawaii  1,062 16  -6 
Massachusetts	 	3,635	 15		 7	

Indiana  3,680 12  0 
Colorado  4,141 10  -2 
Florida 27,381 10  -5 
Washington  5,875 9  -8 
Maryland  3,523 7  8 
South Dakota    451 7  22 
Mississippi  2,051 6  -26 
Texas 21,325 6  6 
New Hampshire    964 5  3 
Nebraska  1,715 4  -10 
Virginia  5,967 3  1 

Minnesota  3,227 3  -1 
Kansas  3,022 -2  5 
Maine    709 -2  13 
Oklahoma  4,090 -4  14 
Missouri  4,864 -4  4 
North Dakota    383 -5  -19 
Connecticut	 	1,684	 -6		 22	
Vermont    548 -6  3 
California 31,411 -6  2 
Montana    821 -6  11 
Georgia  5,302 -6  3 

Alabama  5,328 -6  -6 
Michigan 10,469 -7  4 
New Jersey 10,401 -9  1 
New Mexico  1,605 -9  8 
Ohio 13,781 -9  -2 
New York 16,496 -13  0 
Illinois 11,135 -14  -3 
Pennsylvania 15,234 -14  -1 
Arizona  4,973 -14  -4 
Iowa  2,012 -15  -6 

Alaska    738 -15  -20 
Wisconsin  4,127 -16  0 
Wyoming    319 -16  17 
Tennessee  3,474 -18  -9 
Oregon  4,830 -18  -1 
Kentucky  3,694 -19  -2 
District of Columbia  1,687 -20  2 
Louisiana 10,646 -20  2 
Arkansas  2,322 -39  3 
Rhode Island    341 -50  -1

National Center for State Courts
The Effects of Jurisdictional 

Change on Appellate Courts from 
Examining the Work of State Courts, 1999-2000

http://www.ncsconline.org/D_Research/csp/
1999-2000_Files/1999-2000_Part_II_Section.pdf

•
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The State Court Guide  

When it was first introduced in 2003, the State Court Guide to 

Statistical Reporting was intended to “provide a framework for 

states that captures and makes comparable the most important data 

elements of court caseloads.”  The Court Statistics Project staff has 

worked with a committee of the National Conference of Appellate 

Court Clerks (NCACC) for the past several years to design the 

Guide’s new appellate section.  Beginning with the collection of 

2007 data, the Guide will take the place of the State Court Model 

Statistical Dictionary, which had previously been the basis for 

reporting appellate caseloads. 

and the Appellate Courts

Statistical Reportingto

http://www.ncscstatsguide.org
http://www.ncscstatsguide.org
http://www.ncscstatsguide.org
http://www.ncscstatsguide.org
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Death Penalty (formerly Capital criminal) 
cases will be treated separately and in 
greater detail than in the past.  Because of 
their unique status and handling by state 
appellate courts, additional information 
will be requested as to Post-Judgment 
activity (habeas corpus being the most 
common), By Right appeals, and By Per-
mission appeals. 

Original Proceedings and other matters 
handled by the appellate courts will now 
be treated as a fourth major case category, 
as shown at left.

Case Types

Perhaps the most critical differential for 
the new Guide is the consistency in dis-
tinguishing cases by more than simply the 
mandatory or discretionary jurisdiction 
criterion.  Most cases will continue to be 
separated (as “By Right” and “By Permis-
sion” appeals) but with greater detail.  For 
example, courts that had been reporting 
their criminal cases will be asked to break 
out those appeals into felony (non-death 
penalty), misdemeanor, interlocutory, and 
other criminal appeals.  Similar additional 
details will be requested for each of the 
major case types.

Mandatory	 Jurisdiction	 Cases

Civil 
Criminal 
 Capital Criminal
 Other Criminal

Juvenile 
Administrative	agency	
Unclassified	
Disciplinary	matters	
Original	proceedings	
Interlocutory	decisions	
Advisory opinions  

Appeal By Right 

 
Civil 
 Tort, Contract, and Real Property
 Probate
 Family
 Juvenile
 Civil Interlocutory
 Other Civil

Criminal 
	 Felony	(non-Death	Penalty)
 Misdemeanor
 Criminal Interlocutory
 Other Criminal

Administrative	Agency 
	 Administrative	Agency
 Interlocutory

Other 
 Other Appeals
 Other Interlocutory

State Court Model Statistical Dictionary:            State Court Guide to Statistical Reporting:

Death Penalty 

By Right 
 Direct Appeal 
 Interlocutory 

By Permission 
 Interlocutory
 Other Appeal

Post-Judgment 
 Habaes Corpus
	 Other	Writs/Actions

Original	Proceedings/Other
Appellate	Court	Matters 

Application	for	a	Writ 
 Habaes Corpus
	 Other	Writ	Application

Certified	Question

Advisory Opinion

Bar/Judiciary	Proceedings	  
 Bar Discipline
 Bar Admission
 Bar Eligibility
	 Judicial	Qualification
 Other Bar/Judiciary Proceeding

State Court Guide to Statistical Reporting:     

http://www.ncscstatsguide.org
http://www.ncscstatsguide.org
http://www.ncscstatsguide.org
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Manner	of	Disposition

The Guide will seek to report manner of 
disposition for individual case types clas-
sified according to the type of dispositive 
action taken by the court.  

Opinion Types

Having determined the dispositive action, 
the Guide will also seek to report the type 
of opinion.  The new Opinion Type section 
will include for each case type Full Opinion, 
Memorandum, Summary Opinion/Dis-
positional Order, and Other Opinion.  The 
new Full Opinion category will reflect those 
opinions (whether per curiam, “signed” or 
otherwise) that include expansive discus-
sion and elaboration of the merits of the 
case and that may include statements of fact, 
issues, and the court’s reasoning.

Case	Outcomes

Each case type will be reported by case out-
comes.  This is particularly critical for Appeal 
By Permission cases in which the outcome 
may be Permission Denied.  The new case 
outcomes also allow for recording of those 
cases in which the court ultimately dismisses 
a case and finds the case should never have 
been accepted or that at some point in the 
review process a procedural defect occurred.

Manner	of	Disposition

Pre-argument	disposition	
(dismissed/withdrawn/settled)

Signed opinion

Per	curiam	opinion
Decision	without	opinion	
(memo/order)

Transferred

Other

Appeal By Right Cases 

Decided

Dismissed	Prior	to	Decision

Withdrawn

Settled

Transferred

Other	Resolution

Opinion Type 

Full Opinion

Memorandum

Summary	Opinion/Dispositional	Order

Other Opinion 

Case	Outcome

Permission Denied

Affirmed

Reversed

Modified

Dismissed

Other	Outcomes 

State Court Model Statistical Dictionary:         State Court Guide to Statistical Reporting:

State Court Guide to Statistical Reporting:  

State Court Guide to Statistical Reporting:  

http://www.ncscstatsguide.org
http://www.ncscstatsguide.org
http://www.ncscstatsguide.org
http://www.ncscstatsguide.org
http://www.ncscstatsguide.org


A trial court case involving a dispute over 
the interpretation of a will involving a 
$10,000 estate is appealed to the state’s 
intermediate appellate court.  A state 
statute grants the intermediate appellate 
court discretionary jurisdiction on all 
civil cases involving less than $50,000.  
The intermediate appellate court exer-
cises its discretion and opts not to hear 
the merits of the case and issues a one-
sentence order: “Leave to appeal denied.”

In the same state, a person is found liable 
at the trial court for breach of contract 
and has a judgment entered against her 
for $100,000 (i.e., above the $50,000 
threshold for mandatory jurisdiction).  
She files her notice of appeal but never 
follows up with any other activity.  After 
the deadline to file the record on appeal 
passes, the court enters an order dismiss-
ing the appeal for failure to prosecute.

A person is convicted of murder and 
sentenced to death.  The state’s constitu-
tion requires that any death sentence 
be automatically appealed and heard by 
the court of last resort.  The court of last 
resort hears the case and determines in a 
lengthy opinion detailing the trial court 
proceedings that while the conviction 
phase of the case was properly conduct-
ed, errors in the sentence phase require 
the death sentence be set aside. 

Case Type:   	.............................................. By Permission-Civil-Probate

Manner	of	Disposition:   	......................................................... Decided

Opinion Type:   	........................ Summary	Opinion/Dispositional	Order

Case	Outcome:   	......................................................Permission Denied

Case Type: 	.................. By Right-Civil-Tort, Contract and Real Property

Manner	of	Disposition: 	............................ Dismissed Prior to Decision

Opinion Type: 	......................... Summary	Opinion/Dispositional	Order

Case	Outcome: 	............................................................Other Outcome

Case Type: 	................................ Death Penalty-By Right-Direct Appeal

Manner	of	Disposition: 	...........................................................Decided

Opinion Type: 	....................................................................Full Opinion

Case	Outcome: 	...................................................................... Modified
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Examples of Applying the Guide for	Reporting	Appellate	Cases
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Total Incoming Cases in State Courts, All States, 1997-2006

Total Incoming Cases in State Courts by Case Category, All States,1997-2006

Incoming Caseload Composition in State Courts, 2006 (in millions of cases)
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Incoming Medical Malpractice Caseloads in Selected States, 1997-2006
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Incoming Probate/Wills/Intestate Caseloads in Selected States, 1997-2006

Incoming Civil Caseloads in 32 States, 2006

Reopened/Reactivated Civil Caseloads in 15 Unified and Gen. Jurisdiction Courts, 2006 (Chart/ Table)

Civil Clearance Rates in 37 Unified and General Jurisdiction Courts, 2006

Composition of Incoming Civil Caseloads in 6 Unified Courts, 2006

General Civil Caseload Composition in 23 States, 2006

Incoming Tort Caseloads in 31 Unified and General Jurisdiction Courts, 2006

Composition of Incoming Tort Caseloads in 9 Unified and General Jurisdiction Courts, 2006

Incoming Medical Malpractice and Product Liability Cases in Mississippi Circuit Court, 1997-2006
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Domestic Relations
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Court Statistics Project Methodology

Information for the CSP’s national caseload databases comes from published and unpub-
lished sources supplied by state court administrators and appellate court clerks.  Published 
data are typically taken from official state court annual reports and Web sites.  Data from 
published sources are often supplemented by unpublished data received from the state 
courts in many formats, including internal management memoranda and computer-
generated output.  States report and verify data electronically through spreadsheet templates 
provided by the Court Statistics Project. 

The CSP data collection effort to build a comprehensive statistical profile of the work of state 
appellate and trial courts nationally is underway throughout the year.  Extensive telephone 
contacts and follow-up correspondence are used to collect missing data, confirm the ac-
curacy of available data, and verify the legal jurisdiction of each court.  Information is also 
collected on the number of judges per court or court system (from annual reports, offices of 
state court administrators, and appellate court clerks); the state population (based on U.S. 
Bureau of the Census revised estimates); and special characteristics regarding subject matter 
jurisdiction and court structure.

Examining the Work of State Courts, 2007 is intended to enhance the potential for meaning-
ful state court caseload comparisons.  Because this volume examines 50 states, the District 
of Columbia, and the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, and thus 52 different court systems, 
the biggest challenge is to organize the data for valid state-to-state comparison among 
states and over time.   

The Court Statistics Project can provide advice and clarification on the use of the statistics 
from this and previous reports.  Project staff can also provide the full range of information 
available from each state.  Most states provide far more detailed caseload information than can 
be presented in project publications.  Information from the CSP is also available on the NCSC 
Web site at www.courtstatistics.org.

Comments, corrections, suggestions, and requests for information from readers of Examining 
the Work of State Courts, 2007, State Court Caseload Statistics, 2007, and the Caseload Highlights 
series are invited; please submit on the form on the CSP Web page www.courtstatistics.org.



State Court Caseload Statistics, 2007

The analysis presented in Examining the Work of State Courts, 2007 is derived in part from the 
data found in State Court Caseload Statistics, 2007.  State Court Caseload Statistics is published 
exclusively online at the Court Statistics Project’s Web site www.courtstatistics.org.  This Web-
based format allows users to take advantage of improved functionality and make possible 
electronic access to the data.

The information and tables found in State Court Caseload Statistics, 2007 are intended to 
serve as a detailed reference on the work of the nation’s state courts, and are organized in   
the following manner:

State Court Structure Charts display the overall structure of each state court system on 
a one-page chart.  Each state’s chart identifies all the courts in operation in that state during 
2006, describes their geographic and subject matter jurisdiction, notes the number of 
authorized judicial positions, indicates whether funding is primarily local or state, outlines 
the routes of appeal between courts, and provides links to each court with its own Web site.

Jurisdiction and State Court Reporting Practices review basic information that affects 
the comparability of caseload information reports by the courts.  Information is also 
provided that defines what constitutes a case in each court, making it possible to determine 
which appellate and trial courts compile caseload statistics on a similar basis.  Finally, the 
numbers of judges and justices working in state trial and appellate courts are displayed.

State Court Caseload Tables contain detailed information from the nation’s state courts.  
Six tables detail information on appellate courts, and an additional six tables contain data on 
trial courts.  Other tables describe trends in the volume of incoming and outgoing cases for 
the period 1997-2006.  The tables also indicate the extent of standardization in the data for 
each state and the comparability of caseload information across the states. 
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CourTools 

Performance Measures –  Courts have long sought a set of balanced and realistic perfor-
mance measures that are practical to implement and use.  The ten CourTools performance 
measures were developed by the National Center for State Courts to meet that need.

Each of the ten CourTools measures follows a similar sequence, with steps supporting one 
another.  These steps include a clear definition and statement of purpose, a measurement 
plan with instruments and data collection methods, and strategies for reporting results.  
Published in a visual format, CourTools uses illustrations, examples, and jargon-free language 
to make the measures easy to understand.

Online Discussion and Meeting Space –  The NCSC has also created a CourTools online 
meeting place.  You can join the online discussions taking place there through the Join Now 
link at www.courtools.org.  This online discussion space will facilitate the exchange of informa-
tion among all the courts, Judicial Councils, and AOCs thinking about or engaged in per-
formance measurement.   Members can:   
•  Post questions and comments in threaded discussions about the logistical, political, and 

practical issues that must be addressed in implementing performance measures.
•  View informational videos on key topics.
•  Inform colleagues about upcoming performance measurement events in your court by 

using the Calendar.  The NCSC will post regional and national meetings of interest. 

Analysis Templates –  An additional implementation toolset created by NCSC is the ten 
Excel templates for data entry and analysis, also available on the CourTools Web site.  These 
templates, which correspond to the ten measures, automatically generate graphs and tables 
that tell the story of your court, based on your data. 

 To learn more, visit CourTools on the Web at www.courtools.org.   To talk  
 about implementing CourTools in your court, call NCSC’s Court 
 Consulting Services at 800-466-3063.

NCSC CourTools Home Page
www.courtools.org
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www.courtools.org


WILLIAMSBURG, VA
300 Newport Avenue
Williamsburg, VA 23187-4747

DENVER, CO
707 Seventeenth Street, Suite 2900
Denver, CO  80202-3429

ARLINGTON, VA 
2425 Wilson Blvd., Ste. 350
Arlington, VA  22201

Association Services 
800 • 616-6165

Consulting     
800 • 466-3063

Education  
800 • 616-6206

Government Relations 
800 • 532-0204

Information 
800 • 616-6164

International Programs  
800 • 797-2545

Publications 
888 • 228-6272

Research  
800 • 616-6109 

Technology 
888 • 846-6746 

The National Center for State Courts is an independent, nonprofit, tax-exempt organiza-
tion in accordance with Section 501(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue code.  To find out about 
supporting the work and mission of the National Center, contact the National Center’s            
Development Office by phone at 1-800-616-6110, or by email at: development@ncsc.dni.us. 
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